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The dynamics of transverse mode formation in positive branch unstable
resonators with moderate magnification (1.32<M<2.7) and typical Fresnel numbers
(279<NT<1O,800) used in high energy lasers has been Investigated. The objective
was to observe the far-field intensity distribution from the onset of putpin
to the steady-state diffraction limited pattern.

The research consisted of experimental and numerical analyses. The experi-

muental measurments ofmdnomto ie were verformed using a pulsed (X),
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laser and a pulsed XeF laser. Mode formation was deduced from observation of
the far-field. The analytical effort consisted of a fast Fourier transform
(FT) wave optics computation which modeled the far-field pattern evolution.

Results agree with the temporal mode formation geometrical theory of
Anan'ev when laser saturation is achieved at the predicted mode formation time
in a CO2 laser. Rapid saturation at one-third this time results in significantl
earlier mode formation compared to the geometrical theory for a XeF laser.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL DEVELWPHWT

A. Background of Laser Transverse Mode Formation

The evolution of an ideal laser bean from the onset of spontaneous
emission to the production of steady state transverse resonator modes charac-
teristic of a diffraction limited output depends upon resonator geometry and
possibly upon saturable gain. This phenomenon is a particular interest in the
discussion of short pulse high gain lasers. In these lasers a sizeable amount
of energy is often lost during formation of the lowest order transverse mode,
leading to poor far-field focusing.

Historically, this problem devolves from two kinds of laser resonators,
the stable and the unstable. The first kind of resonator to be used, the
conditionally stable resonator, was developed as an extension of the Fabry-
Perot, or planar mirror resonator. Later, the concave-planar configuration,
now in widespread use, was developed. Many lasers at that time had features
which conformed to the following parameters: continuous wave (CW) operation,
relatively small beam diameter (millimeters), and low power (tens of milli-watts) applications. The difficulty in the use of stable resonators with

large apertures and high power will become apparent in the discussions in
later sections of this report.

The 6econd type of resonator has become extremely useful as seen for the
lasers of interest in this text. This is called the unstable resonator and
was originally proposed by Siegman [1]. These resonators offer many advantages
for large aperture, high power CW and pulsed applications.

The development of pulsed lasers leads one to use the positive branch
unstable confocal resonator. Mode formation time is not of interest inthe
CW laser case, since the transverse modes will sort themselves out in a short
time compared to the time of laser operation. However, with the pulsed laser,
which generates power over a relatively short interval (0.01 to 50 x 10 -

seconds), the situation is different. In this case it became apparent that
the far-field "focused" energy pattern frequently does not represent the
quasi-steady-state distribution as calculated from the transverse modes of
the CW case.

The pioneer paper of Z.iqskov, et al. [2], describes the experimental
result of using conditionaly stable-(plane parallel) versus unstable
resonators in a short pulse copper vapor laser. In this and subsequent
papers [3,4] it was determined that, aside from other difficulties, the stable
resonator takes an unacceptably large number of resonator round trips for the
radiation to sort itself out into the transverse modes characteristic of a
diffraction limited laser. A further result was that to obtain minimum
beam divergence it is necessary to use an unstable "telescopic" resonator
with convergence properties based upon the Fresnel number and magnification
of the resonator. From using geometric analysis of the resonator it was
discovered and experimentally verified that a very large magnification
(M - 250) is required to insure near diffraction limited performance of a
laser with a pulse length in tens of nanoseconds.

The modeling of the unstable resonator, described by Zemskov as well as
a subsequent refinement by Anan'ev [51, uses this geometric approach to
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I!
analyze transverse mode formation. In the Anan'ev work, the angular extent
of the radiation from the spontaneous source field is decreased t9 a diffrac-
tion limited output by successive passes between convex and concave resonator
mirrors-a transient angular "pinching down" of laser light to produce a
collimated beam. The equation he derives for the number of round trips re-
quired to produce a quasi-stable transverse mode in a confocal unstable
resonator is given by

n = (1.1)

where a is the length of the side of a square active edium; A, the laser
wavelength; -fl, the secondary mirror focal length; and M, the resonator
magnification. The mode formation time is then given as

i2

2nL _2L (1.1)
c c tn M

where L is the resonator mirror separation, and a, the speed of light,
This basic formula, with minor modifications and adaptations to other
resonators, has been the cornerstone of transverse mode formation time theory
in unstable confocal resonators and defines the minimum number of round trips
to produce steady-state mode operation.

This geometrical modeling may be simply illustrated in Figure 1. A
typical positive branch unstable resonator is shown with a concave primary
mirror, m. , of half dimension a/2, and a convex secondary, or

IFNI

Figure 1. Geometry of transverse mode formation.

feedback mirror, ut, of half dimension a,. The separation of the two mirrors

is L. This analogy is valid in the regime of moderate magnification (1.32 <

N < 3) and large ratios of mirror separation to beam diamter. After each
round trip the angular distribution of the radiation is decreased by the
resonator magnification, i.e..

4



(a/2) , 130o= L >>a
L 2

0 1ia/2) (1.4)M L

02 r/ (1.5)
M L

0 3 * (1.6)
M L

- (a/2) (1.7)

where the resonator magnification is given by

f R1

with f2, - fI being the respective primary and secondary mirror focal lengths,

and

R i 2f . (1.9)
n n

A criterion for the minium far-field spot size occurs when e .n becomes

'equal to a diffraction angle, i.e.,

- (1.10)Un ( T2_ I~O

where A is the laser wavelength. This, combined with equation (1.7), gives
the approximate number of round trips n', required for the unstable resonator
to reach the diffraction limit, i.e.,

A_ .(a/2)(1.1)
(a/2) IPA L

or,

A - 2 
(1.12)

L 

2

:nL" (1.13)



which gives the same approximate number of round trips necessary for con-
vergence as compared to the Anan'ev formula.

B. Stead-State Transverse Modes in Resonators

1. Stable Resonators

The first lasers proposed were constructed with stable resonator
cavities [6,7,8.9] and as a result, the theory of stable resonator modes has
been well established. An excellent example of this development is given in
the case of the symmetric confocal resonator (10,11]. The empty cavity
transverse modes for this resonator may be obtained in closed form as

U (xy) - Hr[(T)x] H [(27ry] exp [ (7r) (x2 + y2)] (1.14)

where Umt(xy) is the amplitude eigenfunction solution of the transverse

electromagnetic (TEM) modes of the resonator; Hm and H are Hermite polynomials

of order m and Z" L and X have been defined previously. All modes are power
orthogonal and may be expressed as Hermite-Gauss functions for resonators with
rectangular symmetry. Figure 2 is a schematic of the symmetric confocal
resonator with a few of the lower order modes illustrated in Figure 3.

Stable resonators are suitable for lower power applications; inherent
difficulties exist in their high power (high energy) use. Ideally, we desire
to have all the energy contained within the lowest loss transverse mode, with
the mode filling the cavity active media. This would insure beam propagation
to the far field with maximum fluence and minimum angular divergence and far
field spot size. Stable resonators do not have these characteristics. In
high power practical applications the lowest-order (usually Gaussian) mode
is small compared to the transverse active media dimensions, with most of the
energy partitioned into higher order modes with increasingly larger divergence.
As an example [12] the lowest-order mode of the symetric confocal resonator
has a spot size 2W given by

2W - 2F (g, J) (1.15)

with 2W -= 2 _ . F(g 1 , g)is a number which depends upon resonator
0 IT2

parameters and is on the order of unity or slightly larger for stable
resonators. For a typical high energy CO. laser, L - 200 cm and the lowest

order mode diameter, 2W, is 0.52 cm. This may be compared to a desired beam

of 10 cm size. One could consider using stable resonator mirrors having
large radii of curvature to fill the mode volume of a typical high energy
laser resonator. However, mchanical stability of the resonator alignment
becomes a limiting practical problem. The mirror stability for nearly flat
mirrors in the resonator has been shown by Siegmn [12] to be6!
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Figure 2. Symuetric confocal resonator.
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Fig~ure 3. Symmetric confocal resonator transverse odes [9].
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(1. 16)

: determined from mirror separation, L, and
ie g value of each mirror is given as

(1.17) a M, -

(1.18) GEOMETRIC -

BEAM PROFILE
determine whether or not a reasonator 

is de-

rdingly, for a stable resonator,

(1.19)

(1.20) a ll 6M

round trips of a planar resonator (Fabry- GEOMETRIC
ice to a steady-state solution has been BEAM PROFILE
irge, even for a small Fresnel number where
3 expected [6].

COWLI

1 resonator does not have the problems noted
ctive coupling results in large mode volume
hat" near-field fluence distribution with Figure 4. Geometry of the
tion properties in the far-field. We will
ive branch confocal unstable resonator [1,14] The transverse modes of such
resonatr consists of a small convex orthogonal. The higher order
scave -primary" mirror set at a common focus, not lend themselves to a stra
is determined by the active media cross resonators.
ometry. Figure 4 shows the resonator and
sometric axis in the center of the two The eigenvalue equation
xis in the corner of the feedback mirror XAXUm(x~y) ffK (x,y.

this resonator are predetermined by cavity hc, :where A is the complex eiger
s. The focal length (f,) of the feedback m

Sthat propagates the complex c

in the resonator. The eigeni

(1.21) equation are the transverse i
Uo (x,y) is the predominant mi

ied previously. The geometric outcoupling fractional power loss per roi
or magnification, H, as number of passes, higher los

provided inside the resonato,
(1.22) higher loss modes can mainta

important difference between
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.s that the orthogonality relations over the cross sections are of the

.orm

ffUnUmdxdy 6m (1.24)

:ather than

ff Un *U dxdy 6 n (1.25)
nm nm

where 6 is the Kronecker delta, and the total power cannot be expressednm

as the sum of the powers carried by the individual modes Un, Um

For mirrors having rectangular symmetry as illustrated above, the eigen-
functions are separable in x and y and are in the form Un(x) Um(y). Figure 5
shows a calculation of amplitude and phase of Uo(x) across a single transverse
dimension [17]. The diffractive rippling of the near--field as seen in the inten-

!Uo(x) gives the two-dimensional near-field burn pattern of Figure 6 as a charac-
teristic "plaid" appearance which increases in fine structure with increasing
Fresnel number. Figure 7 shows the far-field pattern for the near-field distri-
bution of Figure 6.

Higher order modes of rectangular unstable resonators have been calculated
by numerical techniques [17,18,191 and analytic techniques involving asymptot-
ic expansion of the integral equation [20,21]. An interesting result is seen
when one plots the power losses {l-jXn 12} for an unstable resonator. Figure 8

[18] shows the four lowest loss modes versus equivalent Fresnel number,

F M---N (1.26)
eq 2M2 T

where M is the resonator magnification and NT is defined as the tube Fresnel
number,

N (a/2) 2 (1.27)
T XL

It is interesting to note that at low equivalent Fresnel number the modes
are entwined in a characteristic oscillating pattern with the lowest loss
mode (6) eventually separating from the rest at higher Fresnel numbers.

In the region of low equivalent Fresnel number (Feq < 100), the most

interesting results derived from detailed theoretical studies [16] are:

(1) the lowest loss mode is always symmetric;

(2) the greatest mode loss separation occurs at F - integer + .5;

eq
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Figure 5. Lowest loss mode for an unstable confocal strip
resonator, M - 5. The vertical lines are the
geometric outline of the feedback mirror 117].
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Figure 6. Near-field burn pattern, M 1.32, NT -279. Vertical

gaps are caused by the feedback mirror holding struts.
The pattern is actual size.
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Figure 7. Far-field pattern of Figure 6 at 136 meters. Actual size
pattern.
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Figure 8. Calculation of the four lowest loss transverse symtric
Modes, M 3.318 (Cq -2w F q).
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(3) equal mode loss for two modes occur at mode crossing points
of Feq = integer + .875. Although IXaj is equal for the two

modes, the phase is distinct and different for each mode;

(4) antisymmetric modes are possible.

The lowest loss and higher loss modes may be obtained by a numerical
technique using Fourier transform methods to simulate wavefront propagation
within the resonator [22,23]. This kind of calculation utilizes a self-
consistent approach in which the wavefront of the n+l round trip resembles the
wavefront of the nth round trip to an arbitrarily small difference. These
techniques have been modified to obtain a theoretical basis for the transverse
mode formation work described in this text. A description of steady-state mode
calculations in unstable resonators by the Fourier transform approach follows:
the lowest order mode is calculated from the wave equation, which is a dif-
ferential equation analog of the integral eigenequation (1.23) with the appro-
priate boundary conditions of the unstable resonator. The wave equation may
be obtained directly from Maxwell's equations in a homogeneous media 1241:

VX- -B (1.28)

V X J+ 3 (1.29)

1- C f (1.30)

=9 P i(1.31)

where E is the electric field, H is the magnetic field, B is the magnetic

induction, D is the electric displacement and J is the current density, E and
p', the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability of the medium,
respectively.

The customary paraxial assumptions of light propagation in a homogeneous,
isotropic medium are made, i.e.,

V (V• E) -0 (1.32)

-k (1.33)

2

with iA and 1 the propagation components of the wave equation alongthDZ2 the

Z-axis and k, the propagation number. It has been shown that these approxi-

mations are valid to zero order derivation of Maxwell's equations for in-
homogeneous media with focusing, diffraction, and gain, e.g., active lasting
media [251.

To derive the wave equatlon, we begin with the vector identity

14
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VXVXjE V (V.,)-VE . (1.34)

Using Equation (1.32) this further reduces to

V X V X -V2E (1.35)

Incorporating Equations (1.28) and (1.31) into (1.35):

Vx x = a(Vx-) = -a(V x H() (1.36)
at at

Now, Equation (1.29) is substituted into Equation (1.36) with the assumption

that no electrical currents are flowing in the media, i.e., J 0 0. This gives

i2.

-a a(V x H) 2 - D _(.7

at W (1.37)

Finally, using the relation of Equation (1.30), we have

-11 a2v D 2E2-=t -t-2 (1.38)

and therefore, since pe -1
c2

V2- 1 aViV7 E - E- (1.39)

C2 at2

The vector equation may be simplified by assuming a plane polarized
wave-front

E (x,y,z) , U(x,y,z) E . (1.40)

Substituting E into Equation (1.39) removes the temporal and vector dependence
to give the Helmholtz Equation

V2 U 2 U (1.41)

with

k 2.aW2 (1.42)
ic

Considering the paraxial movement of light through the medium, U
may be decomposed into a slowly varying component multiplied times the
characteristic plane wave propagation at a single frequency:

ii~15



U(x,y,z) - P(xy,z) ek • (1.43)

Substituting this assumption for U into Equation (1.41) we obtain

V + kU - + + + 2 ( 0 (1.44)

and applying the paraxial approximation

<< c k[ja* (1.33)

we obtain the wave equation of propagation

t494+ 2ik~!L- 0 (1.45)

The Fourier transform lends itself readily to the solution of Equation
(1.45). To se this, we examine a basic property of these transforms. The
Fourier transform of P in the x dimension is given as

T @ - ~p J e -iPx *(x) dx (1.46)

then,

T(d -v e-ipx At dx (1.47)x dx/ dx (.7

Integrating by parts we get

T d- Go e-pxdx (1.48)

Since * (x,y.z) vanishes at infinity we get

T =- i p T M =ip* ,(1.49)x dx x

by a similar procedure

T1. 1.0

16
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Taking the Fourier transform of x and y in Equation (1.45) we have

22 d*
-(p + q) + 2 ik -1 0 (1.51)

The transformed wavefront * may be readily propagated from to z by
1

solution of Equation (1.51):

d_.- (p2 + q2) dz (1.52)

2 ik

p 2 q2

+n (p~q~z + (z z) (1.53)
1n v (~q~I 2 ik - o)

Therefore, by the property of logarithms,

-i(p2 + q2)

*(, )q,z (pq,z) e 2 (1.54)

The propagated complex amplitude may then be readily obtained as

(xyZ)-T x,y [(p,qz 1)] . ± 1.55)

Thus, an arbitrary wavefront may be launched within the confines of an unstable
resonator by using this method. The direct and inverse Fourier transforms are
calculated numerically as is described in a later chapter.

Far-field calculations and experiments show that the Fraunhofer diffrac-
tion pattern from the unstable resonator is essentially the far-field pattern
obtained from a constant phase-constant amplitude wavefront illuminating the
geometric aperture (21,26,27,28]. The far-field pattern of this case has been
calculated for centered as well as completely decentered obscurations for the
empty cavity case. Calculations using gain appear to give similar results4 [29,30].

C. Discussion of Relevance of the Problem

The goal of this research was to examine the temporal evolution
of transverse modes in moderate magnification (1.32 < M < 2.70), positive
branch confocal unstable high energy laser resonators. Toward this end, the
far-field irradiance (fluence) distribution has been observed in arbitrary
time slices during and following the period of mode formation. The geometrical
theory of Anan'ev was compared to experimental results and statistical analyti-
cal modeling in this work.

The phenomenon of mode formation is illustrated schematically in Figure 9.
A resonator cavity is shown with active media on the left with a resultant
far-field irradiance distribution on the right. At threshold (t - o), radiation

17
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RESONATOR FAR FIELD INTENSITY

(a) t-

1L
1b) t - MM.

W. t IM iM m

Figure 9. Mode formation observed in the far-field.

is emitted spontaneously in all directions, the far-field irradiance being
exemplified by low level noise. At a later time during mode formation
(t - 200 nsec), a far-field pattern is beginning to form, represented by
skewed and displaced peaks. Finally, at a time longer than that of mode
formation (t - 1000 nsec), a far-field irradiance distribution has stabilized
to form the distribution characteristic of steady-state mode generation.

A situation can readily exist in which the spontaneous emission and gain
in the resonator are high at threshold. In this case a large initial intensity
builds up and saturation of flux can occur during the period of predicted mode
formation. If this is indeed the case, a sizeable percentage of the total
energy output from a pulsed laser may be lost by mode formation effects from
the central lobe of far-field pattern.

Notable high energy pulsed lasers which have short start-up times and fall
under the category described above, are rare gas halide (excier) lasers,
metal vapor lasers, and chemical lasers. Some work has been done on mode
formation and beam quality for copper vapor and excier lasers utilizing un-
stable resonators [2,4,311. These experiments examined resonators with
magnifications which w.ere relatively large (> 8) and thus had mode formation
times of the order of tens of nanoseconds. Several authors have derived

18
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estimates of mode formation time based upon the geometric theory approach [2,
4,5,31,32], but experimental data is lacking in the lowermagnification region
of interest for high energy excimer and chemical lasers (1 < M < 3).

Resonators in this regime are predicted to have mode formation times in the
hundreds of nanoseconds.

The prospect of mode formation times of a few hundred nanoseconds does
not bode well for high energy excimer and chemical lasers. Near-field power
turn-on in excimer systems has been observed in the 50 to 200 nanosecond
regime [33]. This has been confirmed independently by the author and
J. Oldenettel in unpublished work. Pulsed chemizal lasers are seen to have
10 to 40 lines, which turn on during a 3 microsecond pulse; each line being
active for one to a few hundred nanoseconds (34]. Thus, mode formation can
create a serious problem for these lasers with delivery of a divergent beam
to the far-field in the initial portion of the pulse.

The problem may be succinctly stated as follows: certain conon lasers
used in pulsed high energy laser systems may be inefficient in delivery of
far-field energy because of finite mode formation time. A confirmation of
the geometrically predicted limit has been attempted in this treatise through
experimental investigation and statistical computational modeling.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Description of Lasers Used in This Work

1. Types of Lasers

It is desirable to validate transverse mode formation time de-
fined by Equation (1.2) over the range of values of variables encountered in
practical high energy lasers. As discussed in Section 1, this phenomenon may
be of critical importance in the design and implementation of a high energy
laser system. To experimentally measure mode formation an ideal laser would
have the following characteristics:

a. high initial spontaneous emission

b. high gain

c. good active medium quality

d. variable magnification

j e. variable Fresnel number

Characteristics a, b, and c refer to the lasing medium. It would be desirable
for the laser to "turn on" quickly after threshold and saturate so that near-it field output power is nominally constant and far-field measurements reflect
mode formation properties. In addition, the active medium must not contribute

*time varying phase distortions which would confuse far-field measurements.
Parts d and e relate directly to Equation (1.2) through the resonator geometry.
In regions of low magnification, M becomes the predominant factor in the

*denominator. Fresnel number may vary over a large range but is not as important
as M because of the logarithmic relationship.

19
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Practical considerations dictate the types of lasers to be utilized in
these measurements. Two high energy lasers were chosen: a pulsed CO2 laser

located at Redstone Arsenal, AL; [35,36] and a pulsed XeF laser at Maxwell
Laboratories, Inc., in San Diego, CA (37,38]. These lasers are very similar
both in design and application. Figure 10 represents the combined features of
each laser. Table I contains the electrical and geometrical parameters of
these lasers.
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Figure 10. Pulsed high energy laser schematic.

The COl laser consisted of three basic units: the electron beam (e-beam)
supply which ionized the laser gas, the resonator cavity containing the
active laser media with unstable confocal resonator optics, and the discharge
supply--a DC source which maintained a constant voltage across the laser cavity
and determines the gain in the active lasing medium. The e-beam was a cold
cathode emitter type; electrons were emitted from the edges of .001 in. thick

tantalum foil strips on the cathode assembly. The e-beam pulse length was
variably controlled up to 4 microseconds with a nominal voltage of 180 kV.
The e-beam gun chamber was held at low pressure ("\ 1 x 10-6 Torr) and was
separated from the laser cavity by a .001 in. thickness titanium foil. The
current density of the e-beam on the cavity side of the foil was approximately
0.5 amperes/cm for a beam dimension of 10 x 100 centimeters. The laser cavity
had an active volume of 10 x 10 x 100 centimeters separated on the longitudinal
axis by unstable confocal positive branch resonator mirrors. For these experi-
ments, the resonator mirror pair had a magnification, M, of 1.32 at a confocal

spacing of 289 cm. The convex mirror (feedback mirror), which is 7.5 cm in

diameter, gave an output beam of 9.9 cm through a NaCl output window. The

concave reflector (primary mirror) was oversized at 16 cm diameter. The
mirrors were separated by L - 337.5 cm to give focusing at 136 meters, the

nominal position for far-field analysis of the laser beam. In terms of
resonator g parameters defined by Equation (1.17), focusing in term of units
of mirror separation, L, as per Siegman (12] is given as

FA j[vg1g2 (g1g 2
1) + g1g92- g 1  gj (2.1)
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TABLE I. LASER SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameter C02 Laser XeF Laser

Laser Wavelength 10.6 u 0.3532p

Pulse Length (In Experiments) 0.02-1.0 p sec 0.2-0.8 p sec

Pulse Energy (In Experiments) 30 J 35 J

Laser Gas Mix (In Experiments) 1:1 CO :He 1:3:1140 NF :X :N
2 3 ee

Cavity Pressure (In Experiments) 456 Torr 1520-3040 Torr

Active Media Dimensions lOxlOxl00 cm l0x20x200 cm

Resonator Magnification 1.32 1.32, 2.7

Mirror Separation 338 cm 262 cm

Output Beam Size lOxiO cm 10x20 cm

Geometric Outcoupling 0.426 0.426, 0.863

Beam Shape (Obscuration) Decentered Centered

Tube Fresnel Number 279 2700; 10,800

Mode Formation Time 489 nsec 513, 168 nsec

E-Beam Voltage 180 keV 300-500 keV

Discharge Voltage 0-50 keV 0

Guide Fielc Current 0 300 A

where in this case LF' - 136 meters. The mirror radii of curvature may be
determined by Equations (1.8), (1.9), and (1.21) and used in Equation (1.17).
The laser medium was a mixture of equal parts of carbon diQxide and helium at
456 Torr pressure. Transverse pumping of the laser gas was performed by a DC
discharge carbon/graphite anode of somewhat larger dimensions than the
10 x 100 cm a-beam area facing the e-beam cathode foil with 11 cm separation.
The anode was preset in a range of 40 - 50 kV during the e-beam pulse. The
e-beam determines the approximate laser pulse length.

The discharge supply provided the basic pump mechanism of the CO2 laser.

This is a source of DC current which is arbitrarily chosen for a given pulse.

A DC supply charges a set of capacitors which are then discharged ("crowbarred")

after cessation of the e-beam pulse. The actual CO laser assembly used for

these measurements is shown in Figure 11, without tie resonator mirrors.
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Figure 11. CO. laser.

The XeF laser was very similar to the CO 2 laser in construction. However,

the e-beam was a higher voltage (300 - 500 kV) and the dimensions were larger
(20 cm high by 200 cm long) than those of the CO 2 laser. The basic pumping

mechanism in the XeF laser was through direct e-beam initiation; no DC dis-
charge was used. The mirrors were set at the confocal spacing of 262 cm. Two
resonator mirror-pairs were chosen for the experiments: an M = 1.32 set and
M = 2.7 set, which gave a reasonable range of mode formation times according
to Equation (1.2). The cavity pressures in this laser were higher than in the
CO2 laser, being in the range of 2 - 4 atmospheres. The typical active lasing

medium was 10 x 20 x 200 cm in volume with a gas mixture ratio of I to 3 to
11.40 for nitrogen tribluoride (NF 3) to xenon to neon. A magnetic guide field

was produced by a pair of Helmholtz coils surrounding the cavity for e-beam
confinement. The laser used for these measurements is shown in Figure 12.

2. Pumping Mechanisms

The value of small signal gain, yo, is determined by the

following equation [39]

A2g(v) - g1

to r q28rt (N2 - N,2 (2.2)

where A is the wavelength of the laser line, g(v) is the absorption normalized
lineshape, n is the index of refracticn, t is the spontaneous emissionspont

lifetime of the medium N2 and Ni are the upper and lower laser level populations;
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Figure 13. Pumping scheme for the pulsed CO2 laser [43]

(Nominal 3:2:1, He:N :CO Mix).
2 2

The lower level (100) is quickly deactivated by collisional/radiative
>rocesses to the ground state. Collisional deactivation is increased with
:he aid of the He diluent.

The gain in the transversely pumped high pressure CO2 laser has been

3hown to be proportional to E/N [44,45,46] where E is the transverse discharge
Field (in volts/cm) and N is the number of molecules per cubic centimeter
(proportional to pressure).

The XeF laser kinetics are not straightforward as compared to the CO2

Laser. A number of complicated paths are possible for activation of the upper
Laser level represented by XeF*. These are shown in Figure 14 [47]. The
najor energy flow paths in the Figure are given as:

a. pumping electrons -Ne+ + NeF + F + Xe+ - XeF

b. pumping electrons - Ne* - Xe+ XeF

c. pumping electrons - Xe+ + XeF*

d. pumping electrons - Xe* XeF*

rhese expressions are not equations, but are shown only as examples of
energy flou to illustrate the complexity of XeF pumping. With the pressures
and diluent ratios of neon or argon described in this work, the B - X state
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(3532 A) is pumped [48]. The lower level of this state was originally
thought to be purely dissociative., i.e.,

2XeF* 2Xe +2 + V (2.5)

However, a bound state of XeF exists in the lower level below approximately
500*C, which reduces the overall population inversion and gain.

B. Small Signal Gain Measurements in CO2 Lasers

The time of transverse mode formation, Equation (1.2), is measured

from the time at which threshold gain, g , is achieved, i.e., feedback power
over one round trip pass equals out coupled power. The method for measuring
threshold gain is illustrated by Figure 15. This is shown for CO 2; similar

measurements are possible for XeF with substitute of a suitable detector and
probe laser and will be explained later. The experiment involves a single pass
CO2 probe laser turned to the high energy laser line and a high speed detector

to make small signal gain measurements. DC levels of I = 0 and Io are deter-

mined and the high energy laser is pumped under experimental operating
conditions. The temporal history of the power increase, dI/dt, is measured as
a function of time for each pumping condition. The expression for gain in a
single pass is given as

I(t) _ ego(t)k (2.6)
I
0

where Z is the active medium length. In actual high energy laser operation the

threshold for a single round trip in the resonator occurs at

I'(t) = M2 = e 2go(t)k (2.7)
I -
0

where I'(t) and I 0 are intensities measured under saturable gain conditions.0

Therefore,

M e g(t) . 1(t) (2.8)
I
0

and threshold gain occurs when I/I is equal to the resonator magnification.

The increase in I is related to a reference signal which is available during
high energy lasing. This reference signal is the current produced by the
electron beam entering the laser cavity (e-beam postfoil current).

Figure 15 shows the mechanics of making gain measurements with the

Systems, Science, and Software (S3) pulsed CO 2 laser with optics removed. A

CW CO laser set on the pulsed laser line (P-20) is transmitted through the 
S 3

2

laser to an RF shielded fast response mercury-cadmium-telluride detector. The
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Figure 15. Gain measurement schematic.

output signal is displayed on a 7844 dual beam oscilloscope. A spectrograph
checks the P-20 line immediately before and after S3 firing with the beam
deflected with a removable mirror. A helium neon laser is used for visible
alignment of all components, the helium neon beam following the path of the
CW CO2 beam. Zero level intensity (I - 0) is obtained by closing a shutter

in front of the laser and allowing the oscilloscope to sweep immediately
before the test.

Figures 16 through 20 show small signal gain measurements as a function

of time for various gain (discharge voltage) settings at 456 Torr cavity
pressure and 100 cm gain length. The bottom trace is the e-beam postfoil
current, the trace one division above is the I = 0 line, and the upper
trace is I = I(t) with the flat portion to the left giving I = 10. Threshold

gain is measured from the rise of postfoil current ot the point at which
I/I - 1.32. Figure 20 is interesting in that I(t) is shown over the nominal

duration of the e-beam pulse in which I/I exceeds 40 (small signal gain >
3.7%/cm.)

1=10

Figure 16. Small signal gain at 40.8 kV discharge voltage.
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0

I =0

Figure 17. Small signal gain at 46.9 kV discharge voltage.

1 0

' I = 10

1=0

Figure 18. Small signal gain at 48.9 kV discharge voltage.

1=0

! I =0

Figure 19. Small signal gain at 50 kV discharge voltage.
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Figure 21. Laser output at 40.8 kV discharge voltage.

Figure 22. Laser output at 46.8 kV discharge voltage.

II Figure 23. Laser output at 48.8 kV discharge voltage.
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Figure 20. Small signal gain at 47.9 kV discharge voltage (I°  8mv).

Figures 21 through 24 show high power output from the S3 laser with
unstable resonator optics installed. The oscilloscope traces were taken with
a 7441 photon drag detector in the near-field in the upper portion of the beam
midway between anode and cathode. Again, the postfoil current is being used
as a reference pulse and is the lower trace. The upper trace is the photon
drag detector response. These photographs, along with Figures 16 through 19
of small signal gain, determine the time of threshold relative to the onset of
high peak power from the laser by using the e-beam postfoil current as a
reference marker. Increasing gain shortens the time between threshold and
high peak output power from the S3 laser. Transverse mode formation is mea-
sured from the threshold to a point required to produce a far-field burn
pattern in these experiments. This occurs at a time determined by the onset
of high peak power. The photon drag detector samples 2.3% of the total power
in Figures 21 through 24. In the far-field measurements of mode formation
time to be presented later, the detector sampled approximately 3% of the total
power. The determination of burn pattern formation time from these figures
assumes a rise in power of 40 mV on the scale of Figures 21 through 24,
referenced to e-beam postfoil current rise time. Table II summarizes the
results of burn pattern formation time and threshold gain time as a function
of discharge voltage. The last column of numbers represents the actual mode
formation time to obtain a far-field pattern burn and is the Anan'ev time for
the following CO 2 experiments.

C. Far-Field CO2 Burn Patterns

The experimental arrangement for performing transverse mode forma-
tion is shown in Figure 25 and was placed at 136 meters from the S 3 laser.
The laser beam focus is nominally at 136 meters. The beam is propagated an
additional distance of 2.3 meters to a zinc selenide beamsplitter. Immediately
behind the beamsplitter is a plastic sheet attenuator (3M infrared trans-
parency) of < 30% transmission and Polaroid Sheet P1 for recording long pulse
(1.2 V sec) burn patterns. This sheet is unexposed, developed Polaroid type
52 film. A front surface reflection from the beamsplitter is propagated 3.3
meters to concave mirror m1 which focuses the beam at 1.2 meters with air
breakdown at this position, P 2. The air breakdown is used as a fast plasma
switch to clip all but the leading edge of the pulse. This is important in

attempting to obtain a burn pattern at P4 in the regime of mode formation as
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Figure 24. Laser output at 50 kV discharge voltage.

TABLE II. FAR-FIELD BURN PATTERN FORMATION TIME VERSUS DISCHARGE

VOLTAGE.

DISCHARGE BURN PATTERN THRESHOLD MODE FORMATION
VOLTAGE (kV) FORMATION TIME (ns) GAIN TIME (rs) TIME (ns)

40.8 740 220 520

46.8 650 190 460

48.8 640 180 460

50.0 620 180 440

16:1 IEAM PHOTON DRAG MONITOR

SPLITTER p56
P4 P3

mI  P2 22
j-----s 1 AI R BREAKDOWN

IFROM 21 .3. m
1 C02 LASER B EAM

F.F. PATTERNI SPLITTER/
SFOCUSED 13m. I

FROM LASER ATTENUATOR

Figure 25. Experimental schematic to obtain mode formation data.
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predicted by Anan'ev. A long pulse burn pattern would have integrated
energy long after the transverse mode was expected to have been formed. After
air breakdown at P2 occurs, the beam propagates an additional 2.2 meters to
concave mirror m 2 where the geometrical outline of the laser cavity is re-
imaged at P 3, a distance of 1.8 meters from m2 . At this position an aperture
stop is inserted. This is an oversized L-shaped hole which contains the image
of the near-field laser aperture. The purpose of the aperture stop is to
block rays of light transmitted after air breakdown at P2. A beamsplitter is
positioned 2 cm downstream of the spatial filter. Ninety percent of the
clipped pulse forms a burn pattern at P4. Ten percent of the beam is inter-
cepted by a photon drag detector at P.. This signal is received by an os-
cilloscope which gives the temporal shape of the pulse.

The objective of these experiments was to obtain results as early as
possible in the temporal formation of a transverse mode. Toward this end
the E/N ratio of the 1:1 CO2 :He laser was maximized by setting the gas mixture
to 456 Torr. N 2 was not used because of its long N 2-C0 2 transfer time. The

discharge voltage was maximized in the regime of 40 to 50 kV to provide for
high initial gain; the e-beam pulse width was minimized to protect against
laser device damage; and the air breakdown plasma switch was used to produce
burn patterns representative of an early time in the pulse. The time of burn
pattern formation from threshold as a function of discharge voltage is given
in Table II.

Three sets of figures are representative of the burn patterns taken at P4
of the clipped pulse in the far-field. Set I (Figures 26 through 29) was
taken at a discharge voltage of 40.8 kV which gives a burn pattern formation
of 520 nanoseconds - somewhat outside the nominal Anan'ev mode formation
prediction of 489 nanoseconds. Set II (Figures 30 through 33) is burns taken
with a discharge voltage of 47.8 kV, representing a burn pattern formed at
460 nanoseconds. Set III (Figures 34 through 37) was taken at the voltage
limit of the tests, with a discharge voltage of kV giving the shortest burn
pattern formation time of 440 nanoseconds.

An inspection of the three sets of figures shows a successive blurring
and subsequent loss of resolution in the far-field pattern--a result attri-
butable to mode formation. Set III, in face, has been blurred to an extreme
extent. Only the tip of the central maxiAum has sufficient fluence to burn the
Polaroid. This interpretation was corroborated by the photon drag detector
signal at P3. Three representative temporal oscilloscope photographs are
shown in Figures 38 through 40 for 40.8 kV, 47.8 kV, and 50 kV discharge
voltages, respectively. The total energy obtained from integration of the
photon drag temporal response in each figure is approximately the same. One
can conclude that the energy was spread (blurred) over a larger area, as
anticipated from the dynamics of mode formation. However, the energy was
collected in a sufficiently large area by the photon drag detector to compen-
sate for the blurring of the far-field pattern, and recorded the same energy
for Figures 38 through 40.

Figure 41 is representative of all long pulse burn patterns taken at Pi
simultaneously with the patterns taken at P4. The purpose of this burn is to
illustrate the quasi-steady-state far-field pattern from the laser. The burn
pattern in this figure has formed at least 1,000 nanoseconds after threshold.
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Figure 26. Far-field pattern taken at 40.8 kV discharge
(Shot number 7174) 7X enlargement.)

IFigure 27. Far-field pattern taken at 40.8 kV discharge
(Shot number 7156) 7X Enlargement.
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Figure 28. Far-field pattern taken at 40.8 kV discharge
(Shot number 7207) 7X enlargement.

Figure 29. Far-field pattern taken at 40.8 kV discharge
(Shot number 7154) 7X enlargement.
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Figure 30. Far-field pattern taken at 47.8 kV discharge

(Shot number 7197) 7X eilargement.

Figure 31. Far-field pattern taken at 47.8 kV discharge

(Shot number 7210) 7X enlargement.
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Figure 32. Far-field pattern taken at 47.8 kV discharge

(Shot number 7208) 7X enlargement.

Figure 33. Far-field pattern taken at 47.8 kV discharge
(Shot number 7196) 7X enlargement.
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Figure 34. Far-field pattern taken at 50 kV discharge

(Shot number 7198) 7X enlargement.

4

Figure 35. Far-field pattern taken at 50 kV discharge
(Shot number 7219) 7X enlargement.
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Figure 36. Far-field pattern taken at 50 kV discharge
(Shot number 7202) 7X enlargement.

Figure 37. Far-field pattern taken at 50 kV discharge
(Shot number 7201) 7X enlargement.
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Figure 38. Temporal response of clipped pulse at 40.8 kV
discharge (Shot number 7207).

Figure 39. Temporal response of clipped pulse at 47.8 kV
discharge (Shot number 7197).

Figure 40. Temporal response of clipped pulse at 50 kV
discharge (Shot number 7201).
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Figure 41. Long pulse burn pattern from laser at 50 kV
* discharge (Shot number 7201).

The burn pattern at this position, except f or overall fluence, is independent
of discharge voltage occurring well after the mode formation time predicted
by Anan'ev [5].

The temporal response of the long pulse burn compared to the e-beam
pulse is shown in Figure 42 for a discharge voltage of 47.8 kV. The long pulse
trace has been electronically shifted back 600 ns. as compared to the e-beam
initiation in order to observe the characteristics of the total pulse.

Figure 42. Long pulse burn temporal response (lower trace)
and E-beam current (upper trace).

In order that a comparison may be made to the long pulse burn of Figure 41,
an ideal steady-state calculation of relative fluence (joules/cm 2) contours
has been made, and is shown in Figure 43. This is a good approximation to the
Fraunhofer pattern at the focus of the laser at 136 meters and is the pattern
resulting from a constant phase, constant amplitude "top hat" distribution
across the laser geometrical aperture. The L-shaped beam from the laser for
these experiments--a result of complete decentering of the feedback mirror
(Figure 4)--gives a far-field burn (Figure 41) which is notable different in
shape compared to the centered burn pattern (Figure 7) for this resonator. The

decentered configuration was chosen for two reasons: the increase of Fresnel
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Figure 43. Ideal far-field pattern at 136 meters.

number to increase mode formation time and the ease of preparation of a spatial
filtering mask, which for the decentered resonator is an L-shaped aperture.
The relative fluence contours in Figure 43 are adjusted logarithmically at
five per decade (1.58 X per contour). This is done to give a realistic com-
parison to the nonlinear burns of Figures 26 through 37 and Figure 41.

Calorimetry calibrations were attempted at P1 and P5 and in the laser
near-field using the Scientech 364 Joulemeter (see Figure 25). This meter
measures the temperature rise of a low reflectance thermopile, causing a
change of voltage output that is interpreted as energy. The energy collected
at P4 was O.lJoules--typical number for the burn patterns fo Figures 26 through
37, which have been enlarged seven times in the photographs. The energy was
collected over twice the burn dimensions as shown on the photographs.

By comparison, a similar collection of energy without the plastic atten-
uator at P1 was approximately 26 Joules. With the plastic attenuator in place
this would have been 6-8 Joules. Figure 41, which was taken at P1 has about
the same depth of burn as Figure 26, which was taken at P4 , and resulted in
the same recorded fluence. Taking into account the 15% reflection per side of
the zinc selenide beamsplitter, the 10:1 beamsplitter near P4, and the 7X
demagnification of the burn at P4 ; P4 should have an energy reading based on 8

Joules at P of: 8 1.210 Joules equals 0.1 Joules, which was measured at

P4. The Type 52 Polaroid sheets used to obtain the burn patterns in Figures
26 through 37 and Figure 41 had a minimum sensitivity of approximately 0.15
Joules/cm- fluence. The fluence for Figures 26 through 37 is approximately the
same as that of Figure 41, as expected.
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The basic conclusions which may be drawn from mode formation experiments
in this CO2 laser are [49]:

(1) Far-field burn patterns taken at 1,000 and 520 nsec are
relatively sharp with easily seen first order maxima. Burns taken at 520,
460, 440 nsec show a successive increase in loss of resolution and blurring.
This can be attributed to mode formation dynamics.

(2) This pulsed CO, laser, with low magnification, unstable

resonator optics in a decentered configuration, had a steady state transverse
mode formed at a time approximately equal to that predicted by the Anan'ev
formula (Equation 1.2).

(3) A steady-state symmetric transverse mode is always formed
after the predicted mode formation time. No competing mode of similar losses
was found to exist.

D. XeF Laser Experiments

The xenon fluoride laser appeared to be very useful for mode formation
work. The initial spontaneous emission was much higher than CO because of the

6

fourth power dependence on wavelength - a factor of 10 increase in initial
intensity. With a similar average gain profile the XeF laser would produce
high peak power, "turn on", at essentially half the number of round trips
required of the CO2 laser used in this work. Assuming good beam quality, the

properties of the mode formation should therefore be readily observed early in
the mode formation process. This ideal approach was notably modified by
experimental problems as described in a later section.

A schematic of the laser used is shown in Figure 10. The laser output
aperture is 10 x 20 cm with confocal resonator optics of separation L equal to
262 cm. The gain length is 200 cm. No discharge voltage is used in the XeF
laser; however, a pair of Helmholtz coils surround the cavity to supply an
e-beam guide field. The e-beam voltage is considerably higher than the typical
180 kV gun voltage of the CO2 laser, normally running at 280 - 500 kV and

acting as the sole pump mechanism of the XeF device. The e-beam current
through the foil into the cavity is 8 amps/cm 2 current density.

1. Gain Measurements

Before installing the confocal resonator cavity optics on the
laser, a series of gain measurements was made by determination of an I/I°

signal with a short XeF pulse laser (20 nsec FWHM) as a function of high energy
pump condition (sidelight fluorescence). The sidelight fluorescence was a
measure of the transverse spontaneous emission of XeF at 0.3532 V, thus giving
a direct reference marker of small signal gain in the laser. Figure 44
represents a moderate number of shots from the short pulse excimer laser for
2 meter (high energy) laser pumping. The single pass I/I signal from the

small laser is plotted against fluorescence signal from the 2 meter laser.
This figure illustrates the point that threshold gain is reached essentially
at the moment of sidelight fluorescence detection for the M - 1.32 magnification
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Figure 44. Single pass I/I° versus fluorescence signal

fluorescence values for threshold gain are shown

on the curve for M - 1.32 and M - 2.7 resonators.

resonator optics (0.8 mV) and a short time after this value for the M - 2.7
resonator optics (3.6 my). The purpose of the gain measurement versus side-
light fluorescence is to show that the onset of sidelight fluorescence
signifies threshold gain in this laser, within 10 nsec or less for the M - 1.32
resonator, and no more than 30 nsec for the M - 2.7 resonator. This may be
seen from Figure 45 which is an oscilloscope trace of sidelight fluorescence
with the resonator mirrors in place and extraction of high peak power (loaded
cavity) as a function of time. To determine emission of high peak power
relative to fluorescence (threshold gain), the temporal profiles of these
curves were electronically summed at the oscilloscope.
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Figure 45. Sidelight fluorescence output.
(Vertical Scale 5 mV/div., horizontal

scale 100 nsec/div.).

2. Far-Field Measurements

Figure 46 is a schematic of the test configuration for XeF far-
field mode formation experiments. A helium neon alignment laser is positioned
such that the beam goes through a 2 m non-aluminized centered hole in the
primary mirror and strikes the secondary (feedback) mirror, which has centered
1 mm reference non-aluminized spot. Centering the helium-neon beam on these
holes defines the optic axis of the resonator. The mirrors are aluminized and
the He/Ne alignment beam will fill the laser cavity through diffraction. This
resonator is then aligned by centering circular interference fringes (formed
between successive passes of the laser beam in the resonator) on the feedback
mirror. The visible beam should then track the excimer beam and can be used
to position the far-field pattern as desired (to within 1 50 microradians).

Because of external optics size limitations only a vignetted portion of
the laser beam was used in far-field mode formation analysis for both the
M - 1.32 and M - 2.7 experiments. In the case of the lower magnification
resonator, a vertical rectangle of 1.21 cm x 6.5 cm was extracted from the
lower side of the beam toward the anode. For the M = 2.7 resonator a small
1.75 cm x 0.34 cm horizontal rectangle, centered 1.87 cm below the feedback
mirror, was the extraction aperture. By turning flat mirrors these beams are
propagated approximately 29.6 meters into a clean room area to an off-axis
parabolic mirror, 10 cm diameter with 123 cm focal length. All mirrors were
characterized to X/10 or better at 0.3532 microns. The far-field pattern of
the off-axis parabolic mirror was then magnified by a 5 cm focal length
suprasil lens, which later imaged the pattern at over-exposed developed
Polaroid film planes C1 and C2 . The beam was first attenuated by reflection
from a fused silica wedge, with the transmitted portion being absorbed on an
unexposed developed Polaroid sheet. The reflected part of the beam was sent
from mirror m, to a 30/30 chromium beamsplitter which, after suitable reflec-
tions from flat mirrors m 2 , m 3, and m , positioned far-field patterns at cl
c2. It was necessary to use the Polaroid sheets as fluorescing screens
(exposed Polaroid type 52 sheets) since the gated pulse cameras were insensitive
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Figure 46. Experimental excimer laser configuration for

mode formation experiments.

to the uv output from the laser (0.3532 microns). The response for the
Polaroid sheets was remarkably rapid. The sheets were checked with a 15 nsec
pulse from the gain measurement XeF laser and no pulse-broadening from
fluorescent relaxation could be detected.

The patterns from the cards at c1 and c2 were focused on two high speed
image converter cameras. Both cameras were TRW Model 10 image converter
cameras equipped with three exposure framing heads. Each of these cameras
provide three pictures with arbitrary exposure times of 5, 10, or 20 nano-
seconds and arbitrary interframe times between pictures of 50, 100, 200, and
500 nsec. The five nanosecond exposure time was used in all of the frames
taken in this experiment. This was done to minimize the far-field pattern
change as a function of mode formation. One of the fluorescing cards was also
viewed by a S-5 vacuum photodiode (ITT 4018) to monitor laser pulse length
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(not shown in Figure 46). Timing reference gates from the framing cameras
were electronically added to the photodiode output to establish frame timing
with respect to the laser pulse. At the laser end, vacuum photodiodes re-
corded laser energy as well as cavity sidelight fluorescence.

3. The Real Versus the Ideal

Three serious problems were encountered during these tests:
gas life, mirror damage, and beam steering. The last two, in particular,
tended to degrade the quality of the experiments.

Gas life, the number of laser pulses with a useful output/gas fill, was
a problem with the stainless steel laser chamber, but was especially bad at
the beginning of these experiments. A previous experiment with this laser had
utilized XeCl in Raman conversion. Since we had little experience with the
effects of residual chlorine on the XeF mix, the mode formation study was
begun with only a perfunctory cleaning of the laser chamber. It soon became
obvious that this was a mistake, as we were getting only one of two useful
shots per laser fill as compared with a normal six to ten shots. This problem
was cured by a total disassembly and thorough cleaning of all laser chamber
parts.

The second, and more serious, problem was beam steering. The steering
requirements were far higher than had ever been demanded of this system.
The initial scheme called for the extraction of portion of the laser beam '

1.21 x 6.5 cm, steering this to the off-axis parabola, focusing to a far-field
pattern, and magnifying this pattern so that the central five diffraction
angles filled the 10 cm field of view of the framing cameras. The focal
length of the parabola was 123.2 cm, thus

5f 5(1.232) (3.53.2 x 10 - ) = 1.8 x 10-4m (2.9)
d 0.0121

where f is the parabolic focal length and d, the slit width.

This was equated to the camera image size

1.8 x 10-4 M- 4 (0.0254) (2.10)

thus

M - 567. (2.11)
i l.5fX

With this system, the central lobe position could vary by about d

and still be in the field of view of the camera. This required the laser
beam steering to be repeatable to about 44 microradians. The initial tests
mentioned above showed that the steering did not meet this requirement. A set
of burns was taken behind the lens at a magnification of 15 which showed the
beam on a shot-to-shot basis to be confined to an area about two inches in
diameter. This implied a focal point movement of about 3 mm, for a steering
accuracy of only 2.4 milliradians. This gross variation was not understood
since the laser alignment and aiming method was felt to be far better than the
test indicated. The procedure utilized a helium-neon laser on the laser
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optical axis which was transmitted through the entire system to aim the laser.
The resonator was aligned by interferometrically overlaying the He-Ne return
spot from the primary and secondary. At this point, the laser was being dis-
assembled for cleaning, so it was decided that the mirrors should be aluminized
to allow the He-Ne beam to fill the mode volume by diffraction, and to use
the resultant Ne-Ne beam to aim the laser. Unfortunately the chlorine in the
laser chamber had already reacted with the dielectric coatings on the mirrors,
and when cleaned, large portions of their surfaces showed damage. Due to a
lack of time (stripping and refiguring would take several weeks), it was
decided to proceed with the aluminizing. The M - 2.7 optics were aluminized

at the same time. The resulting mirrors did not look good, but appeared to

work well enough for the experiment.

With the aluminized mirrors, we could be much more confident in our
alignment and aiming procedures. The aiming problem was not eliminated, and
it was determined that the problem was due to a combination of the large
secondary mirror mass and the electron beam magnetic guide field of the
laser. When the laser is fired, the guide field coils are turned on about
0.6 seconds before the elt tron gun. The mechanical shock to the system was
exciting a resonance in the secondary mirror mounting assembly so that the
mirror vibrated for about three seconds after guide field initiation. This
was observed by watching the He-Ne spot in the clean room and firIng the coils
by themselves. The problem was essentially cured by leaving the coils on for
3 seconds before firing the laser. This reduced the steering error to that
resulting from the settling of the secondary mirror. The system could be
aimed with an accuracy of about 380 microradians. In later experiments with
the M = 2.7 resonator, the mirror resonance with the magnetic field shocks all
but disappeared, and an aiming accuracy of better than 100 microradians was
achieved with the former magnetic field e-beam delay of 0.6 seconds. The
380 V-rad steering accuracy was not sufficient enough for the experimental
design goal, so the image magnification was reduced to about 60 at the fluo-
rescing cards to ensure obtaining the far-field pattern at that point.

4. Test Results

(a) M = 1.32 Resonator

Because of the degraded mirror quality, the far-field
patterns taken by the image converter cameras were not diffraction limited.
The spot sizes were, at best, about five times the diffraction limited central

spot size. Even with this restriction, mode formation can easily be seen in
Figure 47, which relates mode formation time to XeF far-field burn patterns.

This figure shows the time resolved data from shot number 3/5-2. The upper
photo is the fluorescence/laser output overlay. The center photo is the
photodiode signal in the test room overlaid by the framing camera timing
markers, and the bottom two photos are the framing camera pictures of the
mode evolution. The center trace determined laser threshold relative to
emission of high peak power seen by the negative photodiode signal with
positive-going framing camera gate signals. The lower photographs were taken

at image planes c1 and c2 by the image converter cameras. Frames 1 through 3
show images which were "pinching down," implying the mode had not yet formed.

Frames 4 through 6 were essentially identical; a quasi-steady-state mode

had formed. From these data it is apparent that the mode developed between
Frames 3 and 4, for a mode formation time of between 320 and 430 nsec. A
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FLUORESCENCE-
LASER OVERLAYlung/div.

- LASER- CAMERA
MARKER OVERLAY
IN ns/div.

TIME AFTER THRESHOLD ( r = t -

FRAME 1 (210 nuc)

2 FRAME 2 (270 nmc)

FRAME 3 (320 nwc¢)

FRAME 4 (430 mc)

5 FRAME 5 (4N nc)

FRAME 6 (NO4 nc)

Figure 47. Mode formation time for the M - 1.32 resonator

(Shot Number 3/5-2).
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separate run showing convergence of the mode along the lines of Figure 47 is
shown in Figure 48. In this case mode formation occurred between 360 and

470 nsec. In both these figures t is threshold, tlase is the onset of high

peak power, and tdivert is the crowbaring of the e-gun, ending the laser

pulse. The far-field pattern in Frames 4, 5, and 6 is a blurred area with a

maximum of 5X diffraction limited dimension and is representative of the quasi-

steady-state transverse mode.

FLUORESCENCE-

LASER OVERLAY
100 mE c/div-

LASER-CAMERA
100 maoc/div.

TIME AFTER THRESHOLD (T t - to)

FRAME 1 (250 nsac(

2 FRAME 2 (310 nw)c

3 FRAME 3 (360 nsec)

4 FRAME 4 (470 nsec

5 FRAME 5 (530 nsec)

6 FRAME 6 1580 nsec)

Figure 48. Mode formation time for the M - 1.32 resonator
(Shot Number 3/5-1).
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Figure 49 is a summary of all mode formation runs taken with the M = 1.32
resonator from the vignetted aperture of 1.21 x 6.5 cm. A range of time for
mode formation is shown rather than a specific time. This is the result of:
(1) poor mirror quality and/or the XeF active medium (since the far-field spot
size was at least five times the central lobe size of a diffraction limited
beam); (2) poor resolution of the framing cameras and shadowing of images by
the image converter tube grid wires (these cameras represent a twenty year
old technology); and (3) differences between the cameras in sensitivity and
actual appearance. Some of the runs in Figure 49 are open ended--the e-beam
may have crowbarred too soon, the framing intervals may have been too widely
spaced, or the framing intervals may have been incorrectly timed, giving only
a lower or upper bound for far-field pattern stabilization. The runs were
divided almost equally between a mixture of 1:3:760 NF3 :Xe:Ar at two atmos-
pheres and 1:3:1140 NF 3 :Xe:Ne at three atmospheres. Neon diluent appeared to
provide a better beam quality. It is interesting to note that the experi-
mental data show the mode to have formed around 350 nsec--considerably less
than the Anan'ev time of 513 nsec. This anomaly is explained in detail later
in this work.

(b) M = 2.7 Resonator

Experiments using this resonator were performed in a manner
similar to those using the M = 1.32 resonator. The resonator optics used in
this test series were in better condition than the M = 1.32 optics and gave a
somewhat better far-field pattern. The short mode formation time for this
configuration (168 nsec) required working at the practical limit of the laser;
i.e., four atmosphere cavity pressure and maximum laser gas pumping. The
results were the same for this laser as the upper limit of the CO2 experiments.

The foil separating the laser and the e-gun chambers was punctured by arcing
after a few runs.

The portion of the beam used for these tests was a 0.34 cm by 1.75 cm
rectangle located below the feedback mirror. The far-field pattern size was

1.21
increased along the dimension of interest by .34 = 3.6x compared to the

M = 1.32 pattern. Figure 46 shows the test schematic. To compensate for the
lower transmitted energy, the Suprasil wedge (B.S.l) was replaced with a di-
electric coated total reflector. A typical run sequence for this resonator
is shown in Figure 50, which is a counterpart of Figures 47 through 48 for
the M = 1.32 case. The first frame is not resolved because of the low in-
tensity from the laser pulse. It appears that mode formation occurred in this
run between 130 and 170 nanoseconds.

The accumulated data for the M = 2.7 resonator are shown in Figure 51.
A problem of a dim first frame applies to all runs from shot numbers 4/17-2
through 4/17-5. Again, as with the M = 1.32 data, these data show an anomalous

* jearly mode formation of time of 140 nsec as compared to the typical theoretical
result of 168 nsec. Data were taken with NF3:Xe:Ar 1:3:760 at two atmospheres
and NF3XE:Ne 1:3:1520 at four atmospheres.
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NOMINAL MODE FORMATION

M = 1.32

SHOT
NUMBER

3/9-8

3/9-7 I I
3/9-6
3/9--5

3/9-3 NF3 :Xe-Ne 2.6:2280

3/9-2

3/9-1

3/6-5
3/6-1

3/5-6
3/5-5
3/5-4

3/5-3
3/5-2
3/ "- NF3 :Xe:Ar 2:6:1520

3/4-12
3/4-8 ,
3/4-7

3/4-6

3/4-3

100 200 300 400 500

t(nsec) AFTER THRESHOLD

t -e 49. Mode formation in the M 1.32 resonator.
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FLUORESCENCE-
LASER SIGNAL
100 ns./dv-

,,,.Eu..m..mm
LASER-MARKER
SIGNAL
100 ns.Ydov

FRAME 1
FRAME 2

to + 130 n - - -

to + 317 nsc

FRAME 3

to +2 ' 0 nsc FRAME5
to + 375 nsec

FRAME 4

FRAME6

to + 440 nMc

Figure 50. Mode i,rmdit in t ime for the M = 2.7 resonator

(Shot Number 4/1 7-3).
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NOMINAL MODE FORMATION
M 2.7

SHOT
NUMBER

4/17-5

4/17-4
4/17-3

4/17-2 NF3:Xe:Ne 2:6:3040 ,

4/17-1

3/16-1 JI .

3/13-1

3/12-13 .44
3/12-12 } NF3:Xe:Ar 2:6:1520 ,

50 100 150 200 250

t(nsec) AFTER THRESHOLD

Figure 51. Mode formation in the M = 2.7 resonator.

A summary of the results of the XeF experiments and initial modeling
results were presented at the Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of America,

at Tucson, Arizona in 1982 [50]. These results will be submitted for publi-

cation at a later date [51].

5. Concluding Remarks on the XeF Laser Experiments

The excimer laser was anticipated to be of great use in the
verification of the formulas of Zemskov and Anan'ev for transverse mode
formation time in unstable resonators of moderate magnification (1.32 <M < 2.7).
This was primarily because of short time laser "turn on," i.e., high peak
power was normally achieved well within the Anan'ev time with a resonator

magnification, M of 1.32 and certainly somewhat within the time for the higher
magnification of 2.7. Therefore, the far-field patterns of such a laser could
be readily examined both before and beyond the predicted mode formation time.

Various experimental limitations did not permit a "fine tuned"
definition of mode formation. An ideal limit would have produced a central
lobe of the far-field pattern rise to within 90 percent of its peak value, and

the central lobe position to within 10 percent of the nominal angular steady-
state value; as would have been desired to validate an Anan'ev criterion. A
much coarser stability definition came from these experiments. This stability

was determined as variations observed from a nominal blur circle five times
t, diffraction limited central maximum arising from a severely vignetted laser

aperture. The anomalous shortening of mode formation time will be justified

in Chapter III with the experimental constraints applied qt this juncture.

Saturable gain was suspected to contribute to a large degree in the

observed early mode formation. The excimer laser quickly achieved saturation
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at approximately 150 nsec. Calculations of saturable gain for this laser
(in Section III) tend to support the hypothesis of early mode formation.

The early mode formation time has been substantially confirmed for the
XeF laser case, taking into account the experimental limitations of the ex-
periment described above as well as modeling results. A series of experiments
currently being formed at Maxwell Laboratories at San Diego, where these
initial results were taken, may confirm this general assumption [523.

III. THEORETICAL MODELING

A. Introduction

A strip resonator called CAV2D (see Appendixes) has been used to
model mode formation dynamics [53]. This has been developed from a Fourier
transform code, the SOQ code of Siegman and Sziklas [54], which is used to
determine the lowest loss steady state transverse mode in unstable resonators.
The code can model external vignetting and saturable resonator gain using the
Rigrod equations [55,56] in an infinitely thin slice near the primary mirror.
A fast Fourier transform (FFT) subroutine [57] has been incorporated as a
considerable time saving measure for the large Fresnel number cases in cal-
culations of the direct and inverse Fourier transforms. As an example, con-
sider a typical run in this work for an XeF laser with a tube Fresnel number

2700. 16,384 mesh points, m, were used in the calculation. A typical
calculating time using the FFT algorithm is proportional to m log 2 m rather
than m2 for the usual methods of propagation: the direct solution of the
wave equation, the Huygens-Fresnel integral equation [58], or the Fourier
transform solution. The time saved is enormous for large Fresnel number
applications, e.g., the ratio of calculating time is

m 2  (16,384 ) 2  1170 (3.1)
m log0 m 16,384 log 2 (16,384)

Considering a typical time of 300 seconds for one using the FFT, the run
by alternative computational approaches would be 10 hours. In addition, an
expanding coordinate system useful for the unstabl2 resonator geometry is
included [59].

CAV2D is a Fortran program which calculates the transverse modes of
unstable resonators for lasers. It performs wave-optics calculations for the
propagation of a beam back and forth between the two mirrors of the resonator
until it obtains a transverse distribution of the complex optical amplitude
which is self-consistent, i.e., which repeats itself over a round trip to
within a complex multiplicative constant. The outcoupling of a strip resona-
tor equals unity minus the square of the absolute value of the multiplicative
constant (eigenvalue). This is the obvious purpose of the code for steady-
state calculations in unstable resonators.

Typically, a starting wave which has uniform intensity and has a phase
* distribution equivalent to a collimated output beam is launched. This wave is

assumed to have just been reflected from the convex mirror. The starting
wave may be of a different form without affecting the final steady-state

result. One possibility would be a wave of constant intensity with randomized
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phase distribution, though this choice would ordinarily require more itera-
tions to achieve a solution than would the uniform phase choice. The iterative
method can be justified merely as a numerical means of obtaining a solution
of the lowest-loss mode, without any reference to modeling of the actual
temporal progression of the course of events.

Successive propagation back and forth between mirrors is the physical
nature of the action of a resonator. Hence, the CAV2D code in this work is
extended to model the transverse mode formation process in which randomized
radiation from spontaneous emission develops into a well-formed transverse
mode. The code extensions involve introducing randomness into the initial
phase distribution, calculating the far-field distribution after each round

trip, saving tables of values of I/I and the directional orientation of the
point of maximum far-field intensity after each round trip, and printing or
punching those tables for further statistical analysis. The principal features

of the code are unchanged from those ;ed to obtain steady-state mode
distributions.

The code specifically treats strip, or cylindrical-mirror, resonators.
The limitation of one transverse dimension is not as restrictive as it may at
first seem. Resonators with square or rectangular cross-sections have the
property that the mode distribution for an empty cavity (equivalent to an
unsaturated uniform gain situation) may be factored into a product of a strip
resonator mode on each of the two transverse dimensions. When saturated gain
plays a significant role, or when the symmetry is broken (for example by a hole
in a mirror), the factoring is no longer valid. A separate, but somewhat
similar, computer program called CAV3D has been prepared and used for the
cases in which there is a hole in the concave mirror. This code, which takes
into account two transverse dimensions, is capable of handling Fresnel number
cases in the realm of CO2 resonators (NT < 100) but is certainly not valid in
the regime of excimer lasers (2700 < NT < 11,000) because of computer memory

limitations. Even one of the largest computers, e.g., the CDC 7600 with the
inclusion of auxiliary "large core" memory (LCM), does not have the capability
of handling 256 x 256 mesh points.

A verification of CAV2D for steady-state transverse modes has been
achieved by comparison with the results of other workers using an entirely
different methodology. In particular, the asympotic expansion code results of
Horwitz [16, 21] and the work of Chen and Felsen [601 were examined. The
quite appreciable detail which is present in near-field intensity distributions,
readily apparent from the inspection of plots in the Horwitz papers, are
accurately reproduced by the CAV2D code.

The angular distribution of the far-field intensity (l(0)] is calculated
in CAV2D after each round trip in the resonator by direct numerical evaluation
of the Fraunhofer integral written as

Of c
I (0) C JU(x) exp dx (3.2)

-a

where 0 is a diffraction angle and C is a normalization constant.
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Considering one printout per round trip, the bulk of paper generated over
one mode formation run requires condensation. The criterion for data selection
becomes two independent data points per round trip selected as follows:

(1) the intensity of the highest peak in the far-field distribution
is normalized to an intensity for a beam with identical power, uniform near-
field intensity and phase across an aperture of width D;

(2) the angular position of the highest peak is normalized to the
diffraction angle (X/D) of the aperture.

The total number of data points depends upon the number of round trips
acceptable for convergence of the data to a steady-state condition. Thirty
to forty round trips per run appear to be suitable for CO2 and XeF with

M = 1.32. No more than twenty round trips per run are acceptable convergence
criterion for XeF with a resonator magnification, M, of 2.7.

B. CO Laser Analytical Modeling

A saturable gain model for the CO2 experiments has been built into the

code based upon CO2 test parameters. A nominal average gain (0.009/cm) and an

assumed initial intensity at threshold intensity relative to saturated in-
tensity, I/Isat of 5 x 10

- 12 was used. these initial conditions were deter-

mined by experimental measurement of average small signal gain during the
period of mode formation; and measurement of loaded cavity gain, y, relative
to small signal gain, yo. at 21 round trips after threshold in the laser at

the approximate mode formation time. The ratio I/Isa t can be derived at this

time from the ratio of loaded cavity gain to small signal gain

y= + 0 (3.3)

therefore,

Yo (3.4)
sat y

Y 0 is obtained from Figure 20 from the small signal intensity at approximately

21 round trips ( '" R 7.5) and from gain length, Z;

kn (I/I)

0
y =0.02 cm (3.5)

y is derived from the average increase in intensity of one round trip during
the gain switched spike leading edge at approximately 21 round trips
(I/I 1 3.5), as seen in Figure 23, so that
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Zn (1/I )
Y 2Z 0.0063/cm (3.6)

Therefore, using Equations (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6), we have

I/Isa t = 2.2 (3.7)

which determines the degree of saturation in the actual lasing process for a
specific number of round trips. This information specifies the initial
conditions of the analytical code saturable gain inputs for the CO2 laser
cases.

Figure 52 shows one selected run for the CO2 case with saturable gain

included. One value of relative normalized intensity, I/I0, and angular

position of maximum peak in terms of relative diffraction angle De/X is shown
for each round trip. Thirty round trips are shown in the figure. The nominal
convergence of the graphs is around the mode formation time as predicted by
Anan'ev for 22 round trips. The data presented in Figure 52, when combined
with 19 other runs, give cumulative statistical results on mode formation in
the CO, laser with saturable gain conditions as shown on later figures as

normalized to a mode formation time of 20 round trips.

The convergence of the far-field distribution as a function of round
trip number is typically shown by Figures 53 through 62. Again, each round
trip peak intensity has been normalized to unity from a laser aperture of

dimensions, D, plotted on a scale of ± L where A is the laser wavelength.

A random phase wavefront was launched with initial conditions similar to
those of Figure 52: IIsa t at threshold is 5 x 10- 12 and average small

signal gain, X0, is 0.9%/cm. The variation of the far-field shape and position

is shown in the series of figures to converge to the steady-state far-field
shape and position is shown in the series of figures to converge to the
steady-state and far-field pattern (Figure 62).

The compilation of 20 runs with differing values of random phase but
with the same initial conditions as that of Figure 52 is shown in Figures 63
and 64 for the relative intensity of the highest peak, I/Io, and the relative

8Ddiffraction angle, T , of the highest peak, respectively. These are shown

statistically with the mean (M) and one standard deviation (S) for each round
trip. These tend to converge to the typical relative Anan'ev number
(Equation 1.1) of 20 round trips (22 round trips in reality). A line is drawn
across the statistical compilations which represents the mode formation round
trip number as determined from the Anan'ev formula (Equation 1.1). This
represents a baseline for mode formation and is referred to as the "nominal
mode formation" in all figures of this type. The effect of gain introduced
in these calculations seems to produce a change in apparent mode formation
time. This may be seen from a single run comparison, for example, of Figure 65
and Figure 52. In Figure 65, the wavefront is launched with the same initial
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Figure 52. One mode formation run with gain for normalized
intensity and diffraction angle. Mode formation
is predicted at 22 round trips, M =1.32, N T =279.
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Figure 53. Far-field pattern at 1 round trip.
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Figure 54. Far-field pattern at 2 round trips.
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Figure 55. Far-field pattern at 3 round trips.
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Figure 56. Far-field pattern at 4 round trips.
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Figure 57. Far-field pattern at 6 round trips.
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Figure 58. Far-field pattern at 8 round trips.
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Figure 59. Far-field pattern at 9 round trips.
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Figure 60. Far-field pattern at 11 round trips.
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Figure 61. Far-field pattern at 21 round trips.
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Figure 62. Far-field pattern at 24 round trips.

random phase numbers as in Figure 52 but without gain. A comparison of

Figures 52 and 65 for the first few round trips is as expected--small gain in

the loaded cavity gives results comparable to that of the empty cavity since

intensity is not depleting the gain (small signal gain region). However,

with the onset of saturated gain at 18 round trips the situation begins to

change. The relative intensity of the dip located at approximately 21 round

trips is much reduced in Figure 52 than in Figure 65. This causes a con-

vergence at 22 round trips in Figure 52 instead of 27 as in Figure 65. The

angular convergence in both figures is relatively unaffected. The overall

effect appears to be a somewhat earlier mode formation time.

The statistical accumulation of the 20 empty cavity runs with the identi-

cal initial phase conditions of runs generated for Figures 63 and 63 is shown

by Figures 66 and 67, respectively. The initial conclusion of earlier mode

formation time in the loaded versus unloaded cavity cases is borne out by

the statistical analysis of Figures 66 and 67.

The particularly poor convergence of the I/I° statistics of the empty

cavity runs as compared to the loaded cavity cases is apparent in Figures 63

and 66. An inspection of the individual runs of Figure 66 reveals that certain

runs did not converge as expected but continued to change well beyond the

Anan'ev criterion. This appeared to be caused by oscillation in the relative

intensity values, and could be interpreted as competition of two or more modes

$of equal loss which would by necessity lengthen mode formation time. The

application of typical gain in the CO 2 case seems to minimize if not eliminate

this degeneracy. This potentially explains why mode competition has not been

observed at mode crossing points which are located at

F -n + 0.875 . (3.8)
eq
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Figure 63. II0 statistics of 20 runs for CO 2 with gain,
0

M = 1.32, N = 279.
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We chose a Fresnel number for these calculations to produce maximum mode
separation. However, the low magnification minimizes mode separation and
emphasizes mode competition. This could be inherent within the definition of
"mode formation time" for increasingly smaller magnification, especially in
laser systems which do not saturate. In short, saturable gain appears to
clear up any potential mode competition. Angular deviations in Figures 64 and
67 did not particularly appear to be affected by gain.

In one series of experiments, mode competition in the CO2 laser was

deliberately sought. This was done by spacing the resonator mirrors to give
the "bad" equivalent Fresnel number of Equation (3.8). The two competing
modes were calculated in empty cavity codes to have basically the same far-

4field pattern but differing phase angles. This should have given a temporal
beat frequency easily observed in the near-field laser pulse with a photon
drag detector. However, no such beat frequency was observed and far-field
burn patterns were not abnormal. The tentative conclusion is that gain must
eliminate or at least minimize the effects of mode competition in loaded
resonators compared to the empty cavity results calculated by other authors
at mode crossing points [61]. The formation, of a transverse mode at an
earlier time with saturable gain for the empty cavity modeling results, may
be analyzed in a similar manner as stable resonator modes [62]. In the empty
cavity results, the lowest loss mode is obtained through diffraction losses in
the resonator. With saturable gain, a nonlinear effect is added. The lowest
loss mode tends to predominate earlier--by reducing the gain available to
other competing modes--with the result that the mode forms earlier than with
the empty cavity condition.

It will be shown for later cases of the excimer laser modeling at
M = 1.32 that saturation seen early in the pulse at 10 round trips (compared to
30 round trips for mode formation) readily gives an earlier mode formation for
loaded cavity than for empty cavity calculations and is well within the

Anan'ev time.

C. XeF Laser Analytical Modeling

This work was similar to the CO 2 modeling but with the requirement of

the larger tube Fresnel numbers of 2700 for the M - 1.32 resonator magnifica-
tion case and 10,800 for the M = 2.7 case. i addition, the initial spontaneous
intensity was much higher (_ 1 x i0-4) for I/i - in the excimer case at

threshold). The average gain was fortuitously sir~iAar to that of CO2 at 0.9%/

cm. Saturation was achieved under these conditions much earlier than in the
CO 2 cases at approximately 1/3 of the XeF mode formation time for M - 1.32 at

10 round trips.

* Another restriction was the aperture vignetting necessary in the excimer

laser cases. The M - 1.32 runs were analyzed through a near-field vertical
rectangular stop of 1.21 cm width by a height of 6.5 cm. The 2.7 runs were
even more restricted by a horizontal rectangle of 0.34 cm width by 1.75 cm
length. These tended to change the mode formation time, apparently by a

spatial filtering process.
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In these cases, the tube Fresnel number was considerably larger than in
the CO2 runs (279 versus 2,700 - 10,800). The CO2 runs were valid at 1024

mesh points: 16,384 were adjudged necessary for the XeF cases. The 10,800
tube Fresnel number was not as critical, in any event, since experimental
results were not as precise for the rapid convergence of data in that magnifi-
cation regime.

The statistical compilation of 15 runs with the gain conditions of the
M - 1.32 XeF laser are shown in Figures 68 and 69. These cases include
external vignetting with a 1.21 x 6.5 cm rectangle in the laser beam. Mode
formation has been obviously moved to shorter times with respect to the
Anan'ev formula. This appears to be partly a result of the vignetting processI but primarily of early gain saturation. Saturatio was achieved in Figures 68
and 69 after approximately 7 relative round trips (10 actual round trips).
Relative round trips are defined in the statistical runs as the Anan'ev
time normalized to 20 round trips.

A comparison must be made of these data with those of Figures 70 and 71
for empty cavity calculations with identical initial random phase starting

conditions for each run. Again, as in the CO2 cases, saturable gain plays a

part in mode formation. In the loaded cavity (Figure 68) the mode is formed
after approximately 14 relative round trips, whereas in the empty cavity
(Figure 70) it has developed after approximately 18 relative round trips.

The angular development of the mode is not appreciably different in
either case (Figures 69 and 71). Vignetting appears to move mode formation
to slightly earlier times compared to the relative Anan'ev time.

The empty cavity results have been statistically analyzed for the
M = 2.7 cm case in Figures 72 and 73. Thirteen runs similar to those of
Figures 70 and 71 were utilized in the calculations. These were run at a
mesh point dimension of 16,384. One individual run was obtained as a compari-
son to Figures 72 through 73 with 32,768 mesh points. The convergence results
were similar. This represents the maximum memory capability of the CDC 7600
computer for these calculations. An accurate reproduction of the near-field
phase and intensity for the M = 2.7 resonator would require approximately
60,000 mesh points. The consequence of a smaller number of mesh points is a
smoothing of the near-field phase and intensity, giving a spatially filtered
effect in the far-field. This appears as a secondary influence on mode
formation.

Vignetting is more important in the M - 2.7 case because of the smaller
vignetted aperture which causes more spatial filtering. Excluding any gain
effects, the mode formation time has been moved back to 16 round trips as
opposed to 20.

Finally, in this series, consider Figures 74 through 77 which were run
with full aperture for the excimer case of M - 1.32, NT - 2700. These cases

were run for comparison with previous vignetted examples to show earlier mode
formation from vignetting and also to directly evaluate saturable gain effects
in large aperture excimer lasers. The mode formation time was found to move
forward from 14 round trips (Figure 68) to 16 round trips (Figure 74) presumably
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because of the absence of vignetting effects. Also, the angular selection is
not as rapid for the nonvignetted case (Figure 75) as for the vignetted case
(Figure 69). As a concluding example, Figures 7( through 77 show full aper-
ture from runs for the excimer laser case M = 1.32, NT - 2700, without gain.

A comparison of thcse figures to Figures 74 through 75 shows that saturable
gain does significantly affect mode formation time. The same initial random
phase of the runs in Figures 68 through 69 was used to generate Figures 74
through 75 and Figures 76 through 77 for direct comparison.

In general, early mode formation time of the XeF experimental data may
be explained by Figure 68. Without respect to experimental considerations
of poor far-field resolution, the mode has formed early in time. In fact,
the figure shows mode formation at about 14 relative round trips (about 360 nsec)
rather than 20 relative round trips (513 nsec). An examination of the ex-
perimental results for the M = 1.32 resonator of Figure 49 gives a comparable
answer. Therefore, the modeling and the experiment agree in terms of the
results. Mostly as a result of saturable gain, however, the mode is formed
ahead of the nominal Anan'ev time.

A consideration of the M = 2.7 results produces a similar conclusion.
The extreme vignetting in this case moves the mode formation to an earlier
time than it is in the M = 1.32 case. The empty cavity calculations of
Figures 72 through 73 show the mode to have been formed around 16 relative
round trips. This is a time of 134 nsec which is consistent with the results
of Figure 51. In this case, because of larger magnification, mode competition
is not a serious problem, and with earlier mode formation saturable gain should
not be as much of an effect in moving back mode formation time. Spatial
filtering, because of extreme vignetting, should be the predominating variable.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The geometrical formulation, as proposed by Anan'ev for the formation of
transverse modes in positive branch unstable resonators as an upper limit, has
been validated experimentally and by statistical modeling for moderate
resonator magnifications (1.32 < M < 2.7) over a large regime of tube Fresnel
numbers (279 < NT < 10,800).

A. Summary of Experimental Results

The objective of these experiments was to observe the far-field
pattern from two selected high energy lasers, CO2 amd XeF. at times before,

during, and beyond nominal transverse mode formation time, as predicted from
geometric optics theory. This represents the transition time required for the
laser to convert the radiation in the cavity from initial spontaneous emission
to a quasi-steady-state self-replicating wavefront characteristic of a dif-
fraction limited laser beam.

The initial temporal points of the lasers were referenced to threshold
gain conditions experimentally determined by small signal gain measurements.
Mode formation was determined from the threshold time to the time required
for steady-state formation of the far-field pattern.
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The CO experiments examined far-field burn patterns of truncated pulses
2

which were varied before and beyond the nominal mode formation time by varia-
tion of laser gain. These data indicated mode formation in the range of
460-520 nsec. agreeing well with the predicted value of 490 nsec for an
M = 1.32 resonator.

The XeF experiments used an electronically imaged-gated framing camera
to observe a fluorescing image in the far-field. The advantage of the XeF
laser was that it "turns on" early with high peak power, allowing the far-
field to be observed in one series of experiments at approximately half the
predicted mode formation time. These data indicated mode formation in the
regime of 300 - 400 nsec (predicted mode formation time 513 nsec) for an
M = 1.32 resonator and 130 - 180 nsec (predicted mode formation time 168 nsec)
for an M = 2.7 resonator.

The apparently anomalous early mode formation time of the XeF cases can
be justified by modeling analysis of saturable gain and laser aperture
vignetting, as well as by poor far-field patterns. Poor far-field patterns
were the result of severely degraded resonator optics and poor imaging quality
of framing cameras. These characteristics made it difficult to determine a
reasonably exact time of formation of the mode.

The results of the CO2 work indicate a formation time consistent with the
Anan'ev prediction. The XeF work gives a significantly earlier time for mode
formation.

B. Summary of Theoretical Modeling

The CAV2D code used in this woxk was a modification of earlier codes
which derived the lowest loss transverse mode in unstable resonators. It
used Fourier propagation within the resonator to develop a self-consistent
steady-state wavefront output.

The code had some time saving devices built into it: the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) algorithm and an expanding coordinate system.

Instead of being interested in the steady-state transverse mode, we
desired to obtain wavefront properties of phase and amplitude at each round

trip in the resonator at an early time and project these properties to the
far-field for statistical analysis. A random phase, uniform amplitude wave
was launched to begin a convergence process as a function of resonator round
trip.

Statistical modeling of the C02 case showed convergence around the
Anan'ev time and agreed with the CO2 experiments. Modeling with vignetting

in the XeF cases showed the convergence time of the lowest order steady-
state mode to be consilerably earlier than the Anan'ev mode formation time.
This was consistent with the experimental evidence.

An interesting result of the analytical work was that saturable gain
early in time had an appreciable effect in developing a steady-state pattern
in the far-field considerably sooner than in the empty cavity case or Anan'ev
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predictions. With the knowledge of early saturable gain in certain high
energy lasers, it appears that the Anan'ev formula is quite conservative and
that the actual transverse mode forms earlier in time.

C. Recommendations for Future Work

It would be desirable to repeat the XeF experiments under better
conditions which would allow more accurately determined mode formation times
in the range of resonator magnifications (1.3 < M < 3) of interest. The
modifications suggested for a more accurate set of results are:

(1) the use of better resonator optics (better than X/20 RMS
surface figure),

(2) the use of technologically current gated-image cameras
having more frames and greater spatial resolution per run), and

(3) the use of the full aperture of the laser for far-field
analysis, which would necessarily require large, good quality optics to direct
a 10 x 20 cm beam (the size of the "2 Meter Maxwell laser" beam).

Recent communications with individuals at Maxwell Laboratories,
Incorporated, at San Diego, California indicate that work in these directions
is now in progress [52].
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APPENDIX A

CAC2D CODE DESCRIPTION [63]
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CAV2D CODE DESCRIPTION [631

CAV2D is primarily a two-curved-mirror code, which is realistic for most
unstable resonators. The most common mirror configuration for unstable
resonators includes a concave mirror which is at least as large in transverse
extent as the gain region, and a convex mirror which is smaller than the gain
region. A substantial fraction (the outcoupling fraction) of the radiation is
propagated from the concave mirror toward the convex mirror, passing outside
of the convex mirror and is emitted froT the resonator. The convex mirror is
taken as mirror number one in the code, while the concave mirror is mirror
number two. For convenience the calculation is normally started with a wave

i which has just been reflected from the convex mirror. For ordinary calcula-
tions not involving modeling of mode formation, this starting wave is uniform
in intensity. It also has a phase distribution which is the same as would
apply to an idealized, i.e., geometric-optics, resonator wave.

The most common configuration is a confocal or near-confocal one. However,
this limitation is not imposed in the code. Instead, the code accepts as
input data the g values (XGl and XG2) of each mirror. Near statement 10 there
is a calculation of the normalized (i.e., measured in units of the mirror
separation) radius of curvature (RPl and RP2) of each of the mirrors, and the
corresponding magnifications (XMAGI and XMAG2) associated with propagation
from mirror 1 to mirror 2 and from mirror 2 to mirror 1, respectively. When
the input g values correspond to a confocal resonator, the magnification
XMAG2 is unity, corresponding to a collimated beam propagating from mirror 2

toward mirror 1, while the magnification XMAGI equals the overall magnifica-
tion which in magnitude equals the ratio of radii of curvature of the two
mirrors. The advantage of dealing with g values is that these quite general
formulas are based on g values as independent variables. Of course, the code
could start with input radii of curvatures and calculate the g values.

Near statement 8 the code tests the g values to see whether they corres-
pond to the unstable resonator. If the resonator is stable, the code rejects
that set of input data, prints a message (format 86) "STABLE RESONATOR," and

proceeds to the next set of input data. If desired, this could be modified to
permit calculations of stable resonators. The code detects whether the mirrors
are reversed from the normal ordering in which mirror 1 is the convex mirror.
If the ordering is reversed, a message is printed (format 96) "BACKWARD WAVE
CALCULATION" and the values of XMAGI and XMAG2 are suitably adjusted. This

feature has only been used for limited tests.

A factor, named FACT, which is the ratio of the number of total mesh
points (XNTOT or NTOT) to the number of mesh points across each mirror (XMIR
or XNIR), enters into various steps. The total Fresnel numbers XNFIT and
XNF2T, which are involved in the propagation kernals, are greater than the
input values, XNF1 and XN2T, of the ordinary Fresnel numbers of the mirrors
by the square of this factor.

The ratio of the transverse size of the mirrors, AlOA2, and its
reciprocal, A20Al, are needed in determining the location of points involved
in the interpolation process. They are obtained as the square root of the ratio
of Fresnel numbers of the two mirrors, and its reciprocal. These are cal-
culated below statement 5.
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If the two g values are equal and the two Fresnel numbers are equal, the

resonator is symmetric (this special case is often used as discussed else-
where). [23] A test for this is made at consecutive statements 126 and 112.
If the resonator is symmetric, a message (format 83) "SYMMETRIC RESONATOR" is
printed, and a simple formula is used to calculate the equivalent Fresnel
number FEQ. It it is not symmetric, a message (format 84) "NONSYMMETRIC
RESONATOR" is printed; and FEQ is calculated by a more involved formula. The
latter is based on the formulation for an equivalent symmetric resonator
(which assumes that the actual concave mirror is oversized as compared to the
beam). GEQ is the g parameter of the "symmetric-equivalent" resonator, and
XNSEQ is its Fresnel number. The relevant formulas are given in the "crib
sheet." In either event, che value of FEQ is printed. The special feature,
which treats a ring resonator with unequal lengths of the two paths, will not

be considered here.

To determine when the iterations have converged, use is made of the
ratio of the complex amplitude at a test position on two successive round
trips. This position is determined by the value of an input parameter TSTFR
(whose default value is zero), such that the position is removed from beam
center by an amount equal to TSTFR times the half-width of the overall beam

(including guard band).

CAV2D Program Modules

The program consists of the following modules, of which all but the MAIN
program are subroutines:

MAIN GGNPM

PROPCBM GGUBS

FOURT BQUAL

INTRP PHSEM

NFLPP

FRFLDI

GAINM2

MFLPP

The four modules listed in the right-hand column are of relatively minor
signficance but have been listed for completeness. The GGNPM and GGUBS sub-

routines are taken from the IMSL Library which is available on most mainframe
computers. If RNPH2 is non-zero, a correlated randomness of phase at the
position of mirror 2 is applied to simulate effects such as gas density
fluctuations. The random numbers for that purpose are obtained from GGNPM,
but this is not of much current interest. For mode-formation calculations, a

randomness is applied to the phase of the starting wave. This is called, if
the parameter RANST (mnemonic for "random start") is non-zero. The pseudo-
random numbers used for that purpose are obtained from the subroutine GGUBS.
BQUAL calculates a simple measure of beam quality, but it is not as useful as
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calculating the overall far-field intensity distribution. PHSEM can be used
to introduce a "phase modulation" across the beam, but is probably not needed
for future work.

The MAIN program controls the overall calculations. It reads input data,
initializes various arrays, registers and prepares the "starting wave;"
then begins the iterative process of calculating propagation back and forth
between the two mirrors. This iterative process is continued until it either
satisfies a convergence criterion (based on input or default value of CVTST
parameter) or completes the maximum prescribed number of iterations, XMITR.
The program always prints the values of data parameters, which determine the

* problem being calculated, and generates at least one line of print for each
iteration, which gives an indication of the iterative behavior. It optionally
calls the line printer plotting program NFLPP, and produces plots of intensity
and/or phase across the entire aperture. An earlier version could optionally
plot across one-half of the mirror; but the current version does not permit
this, as it is not appropriate if the resonator is not ideally aligned.
Control parameters PLLPI and PLLP2 control the plots at position I and 2.
Such plots may optionally be made only after completion of the iterations (if
PLLPI or PLLP2 equals unity) or after each iteration (if PLLPI or PLLP2 equals
two). Upon completion of one problem, the MAIN program reads input data for
another problem, if such is available.

The overall program is arranged such that the typical phase distribution
is an idealized flat distribution across the reference surface, i.e., a
pseudo-collimated beam is being propagated. Of course, there are departures
from such ideal behavior at the starting point for each propagation step, and
departures that arise from diffraction as a result of each propagation step.
The MAIN program establishes the complex amplitude distribution U(I) prior to
each propagation step, then calls the PRPCBM (mnemonic for "propagate colli-
mated beam") subroutine. The MAIN program also furnishes to the PRPCBM sub-
routine the value of the overall Fresnel number (called XNFT in the PRPCBM
subroutine) for the propagation step, and a value of the parameter XPAVG as
well as the total number of mesh points, NTOT. XPAVG is most commonly set
to unity. If XPAVG is greater than unity, the propagation kernel is averaged
over XPAVG subintervals at each mesh point. The PRPCBM subroutine, in turn,
calls the fast-Fourier-transform subroutine FOURT. The values of complex
amplitude after propagation are returned in the same array U(I). FOURT is
the only subroutine that is called by another subroutine; all others are called

by MAIN.

After each return from the propagation subroutine PRPCBM, the MAIN pro-
gram can optionally call the plotter program NFLPP. In addition, after re-
turn from PRPCBM for propagating from mirror 2 back to mirror I (i.e., back to
the position of the convex mirror), there is an optional call to FRFLDI for
calculation of the far-field intensity distribution. The call to FRFLDl is
made for each iteration, if the control parameter CFFLD is greater than
unity; this option is useful in mode formation calculations. Aside from

these optional calculations, the interpolation subroutine INTRP is called
* after completion of a propagation step in order to obtain the complex ampli-

tude distribution across the "receiving" mirror in a suitable form. The
propagation steps have generated the complex amplitude distribution at points
which cannot cover the receiving mirror with NMIR mesh points, as desired. For
example, in the propagation from concave to convex mirror of a confocal
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resonator, the calculated distribution hai, the range of NMIR points, covering
the full size of the beam; whereas one wants to determine a new distribution
with NMIR points, covering the small size of the convex mirror.

After interpolating to find the distribution across the "receiving"
mirror, there is an optional call to the plotter program NFLPP to plot the
distribution across the entire aperture, as referred to earlier.

After completion of the two propagation steps and associated options, the
program saves the ratio of the amplitudes (at a selected position) for the
last two iterations. This ratio is used to generate a test parameter TEST,
which approaches zero as the calculation converges, i.e., as the ratios for
successive round trips tends to become the same with each new round trip.
The absolute value of the difference from unity, called ABTS, is tested again
in a preselected convergence test parameter, CVTST. When it is less than
CVTST on two successive evaluations, the calculation is assumed to be
successfully converged (as signalled by the parameter STOPTS being equal to
two).

After convergence, there is an optional plot of near-field distribution
as noted above. Also, there is an optional calculation of the far-field
intensity distribution by the FRFLD1 subroutine. Often, the far-field in-
tensity distribution is also plotted. For mode formation calculations, there
would be excessive printed output, if the far-field distribution were plotted
each time it is calculated, namely, after each iteration. Hence, an option
is provided to omit the far-field pattern. For mode formation studies, the
values of IMXFF(ITER) and of FFMAX(ITER) are calculated in the FRFLD1 sub-
routine and returned to the MAIN program. For simplicity, these values are
always generated, even if CFFLD is not greater than unity, so as to produce
mode formation plots as discussed below. These are the values of the angular
position of the most intense far-field point and the relative intensity
(compared to the value for a uniphase near-field output with the same in-
tegrated intensity) at that point, for the present iteration, as indicated by
the index ITER.

Upon completion of the iterative process, the MAIN program may optionally
(if CFFLD is greater than unity) call the "mode formation" subroutine MFLPP.
The subroutine produces a line-printer plot of the values of FFMAX(ITER) and
IMXFF(ITER) for inspection. The arrays are printed with identifying parameters
to logical unit number 1 for punching into cards for further analysis. This
writing to unit 1 will be suppressed if PCHMF is less than or equal to zero.

After completion of one problem, control is transferred to the beginning
of the program (by a GO TO 1 statement) to read input data for a new problem.

.4
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APPENDIX B

CAM2 CODE LISTING
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CAV2D CODE LISTING

DIMENSION U(3068)l UP(32768)
DIPL4SION RNORP(3&768),CRAND(3276c)
D:MENSION iI(2.0,FFMA(C0,

CMO C/ciU/COM21UP/C0M3/RNORM/CCr4/CRAND

LEVEL Z, UtUP,RNORM,CRAND
COMPLEX PRMY,CFKTR

C....***....THIS DOUBLE-PRECISON NEEDED E'Y NATURE OF SUBROUTINE
DOUBLE PRcCISlCN ISEEDPJSEED

?C FORMAT(1NO99CONVERGED)
71 FORMAT(HC ,20NMAX No OF ITEPATIONS)
76 FORMAT(1H..
77 FOPMAT(1Hi)
71 FbRMAT(..E, .. ERROR IN CAy??)
83 FORMAT( SYM'METRIC RESONATOR')
I. FORMAT( NON-SYMM4ETRIC RESONATOR')
S5 FORMAT( EQUIVALENT FRESNEL NUMBER FEf2',FlC.5)
36 FORIAT(1x~ tHSTABLE RESONATOR)
87 FORMAT(' SPECIAL TREATMENT CF RINL RESONATOR WITH UNEQUAL PATHS')
88 FORMAT( OF COLLIP.ATED AND EXPANDING 6EAP'S. FEQP- ,FlC.5)
39 FCRlAAT(1 ,AHXG7=,F1C.5.5X,4HXG2,FiC,.5,5X, SHXNFI=, P10.5,
15X,5HX%F2uFl.;.S55X,5HEPSLz,FIO.5)

9 FORMAT(1I ,6HXtTOTz,FIC .5,SX,6HXNMIRsFI,;.5)
91 FORIOAT(lX,6NNMA61z, pIU.5,5X,6HXMAG2=,Fl ..5)
9Z FORFAT(I16HXNFlTs, F1C.5,SX ,8IXNFZT=, F1 .5)
93 FORIN.A1 Y MITA PAT IAM FAT IPHi GAMRT AVFLX Oul

ICPI)
94 FORMAT( EMPTY RESONATOR CALCULATION')
95 FORMAT(' LOADED RESONATOR CALCULATION WITH GAIN IN NARROW REGION

lNEA% '!RRCP 2. GAIN SATURATION EY RIGROD-LIKE SCHEME.')
NA4EL,T/CVDAT/XG1~,xhXF1,ENF&,XNTOT,xNITRXLAST,
1!4TOR,CFFLO, XNMIR,PAIIZ, XPAVG, EPSL96L, RAtiST,

TVBQ#QDOjLP, PLLPI*PLLPZ*
3 PMAM1.PHAM,2,P4CY1 PHCY2,GNOFSIN'CPLBPATLTXINTS,

4RNPH2,ISEED,NCRLTJSEEDWRCRN,XSPAMXHP2F,XFCTRAMPRFPNSRFISKMF
C'..*****TSTFR ADDED 26 NOV 60.
C~****'RTPHS ADDED 2? JAN 21.

5STOPNXLPOLTSTFPPRDGSCVTSTXINI?4TFRINFeUMTINRTPMSPCNMPF
eFPFCS,SPCLFF,FRCMSK

DATA STOPN/2.Cl
DATA X61,X2/1.2S, .25/
DATA XNFi ,XNFZ/12.8912.8/
DATA XNTOT ,XNMwIR/512.0wZ56.C /
DATA XNITRI1 .G/,XLAST/C./XNTCR/3.w/, CFFLDIC5.3I
DATA GL/I'.rI, PA112/200/0 EPSLI. .0I,xPAVG/l.C/
DATATvQ ./ DLP../FTTC/
DATA PLLPli-....,PLLP21C.' /
DATA TSTFRIC.3/
DATA PHN I I j. .. , PH A 2/C.,/ PmCy h./PH CV2/TC/ 0 GNOFS/jOJ/
DATA £PCPLIII ,EINTS/ .C/qRANST/, l
DATA RNHI.giJSEEbJS555.CIel.CRLTI1?I ,ISLED/33333.0I,WRCmtEIGOI
DATA xSPAMI..,.I
DATA xmMMF/,L/.XFCTR/C.CiA R/6 ,hSFCf
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DATA I SKMF/I/ .PCWMFJO.C/
DATA XLPOL1l. .I,PADGS/C.0J
DATA PX/J.1I.I59Z654/
DATA CVTST/j.e..O1/
DATA XININT/0.%0 ,RNF~ 1 jIMI/.
DATA TNI./NCSCI SCF/.iRC/.I
NX* 3.1764

C****READ AND wRITE INPUT DATA AND 00 INITIAL CALCLJLATION4S.***'.....
READ (SCVOAT)
Ii (XLAST) 9,4,9,ll

4 irhITE(fiCYCAT)
STP xSTOFN-1.T
NTOTxXNTOT

9999 IF(NTOT *LE. NX)GO TO 95C
wRITE(6,94C)

940 FORIPAT( INVALID RUN SINCE NTOT WAS GREATER TMA N X.')
STOP

950 CONTINUE
IF(XNITk *LE. ZCO.6.)GO TO 952
WRITE (6,951)

951 FORMAT( XNITR EXCEEDS Z~. NOT SUITABLE Ri llXFF AND FMAX.')
STOP

952 CONTINUE
NM IR-XhmI k
RAT1TS1l.l
STOPTxC .0
EMIT~A% .0
GIG2=XGI.x62

C***.*STABLE RES0ONATORS ARE RiJECTED.
IF (GlG2)%..,~

8 IF (GIG2-1 .C)9,9,lZ
9 wR1TE(6,86)

GC TO I

XARG-SORT(XARG)
IF (GIG2 *LT. L..6XARG&-XARG
RP~oXG2/(XARG#GlG2-xct')
OPs~l(AR#IZXI
XMAGlus.* 1 .0/RPI
XPAG?=1.3*.O/PPZ
IF(XNFZ-XNFI) 3,5,5

3 wFITE(6,96)
96 FORMATC UACKwIARD WAVE CALCULATION')

XSAVVUKMAGI
XF.AG1u .C/XAqAG2
XF.AG?'l .C/XSAVV

5 FACTuXNIOT/X?.MI1R
FACTsFACT*oj
XNFITsRNP14FACT*XMAC
XNFZTxXNFZ*FACT*XMAGZ
XKF..TOXNF27/XLPOL

41OAa.I/AZOAI
wrIlTE (6,76)
wIT! (6 .89) 161, G. ,XNF 1, NFZ, EPSL

wkZTF(6,q90XENTOT*XS~lk
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'A6T 15 SRANOWSRAhD+RNORR(J)
CRAND(I)m$RANdD/SQRT(xo

iO CONTINUE
122 DO 10b 131 ,NTOT

'114U (1 )8CMPLXV('.0,0.0)
UP(I),CpPLX(o0,0.0O

1 CONTINUE

;1)12 .'' XNF1 ARGBSQRT(XINTS)
0O 11.. I-L1IML,L1MU
U Cl )-CNPLX(ARG,1XO)

;2) 110 CONTINUE

fzG2) VSEED-XSEEO

))/(XFAG1.XLPOL) 02 DO 104~ IRLIML,LIMJ

.R1TE(6,ER)FEQP IF(J .LE. t0 )WRITE(6,
107 FORRAT(1X,?OEI.20)

CALL GGUBS(ISEED,1 ,RAN

ARG3 (2 *.0* RAND-l. 0) *PI

2.C.CTSTFR*.(C) U (I)-U (1)*CEXP(CPPLX
104 CONTINUE

16) IFCXSPAFM)ll!,103,ll8

GO TC 124 11e NMID.XMI1D

C TR 00ll? IXLIML,NMID

*JiiR2F )I2.'* .0 LLL-NTOT-I*l
U (1) -(U (1) + XSPAM
U(LLL) - KSPA14 - U (I

4 117 CUNTINUE

SRF ) 103 IF (tPTLT)106.109,106

aMT) 106 DO 105 I-LIML,LIMU
XI-1

IRROR HAS CENTRAL APERTURE wITN COMPLEX REFLSCTI ARG'(XI-XMI D ) JN3 R*.
U (I)-CEXP(C"PLX(C.Z,A

L IMUU 135 CONTINUE

ts' LIMUU",16) 109 IF(XGI-XGe)121 9120,121
100 OFSTI.EPSL.XNMI R/2 .0 (

OFST2-OFST1
GO TO lie

121 XMAGRT-XMAGI.XIMAGZ
OFSTI.EPSL-XMIR/2 *;*(

OF ST2-.O.
C*#-*.**3*.*START A ROUNC

128 CONTINUE

/2.0.1U .~129 I&LIPAL,Llwu
SUIAN-SUIAM.U(1)*CC4JL

129 CONTINUE

SAVUlaU(ITEST)
IF(PI4A

M
i .NE. C.0)CALL

TOT,RNORIM) CALL PROPCB CUoNTOT ,XNF
IF((PLLPZ *GT. .. L) *A

1 (STOPT *uE. $TP))) CA
C*****INTSRPOLAIE TO G~ET UZP

I CALL INTUP(U,U P
~e~eeoeII*QD-VPLGAIN AT
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131 CALL GANZ(U PNTOTqKIR,6L9QDGLP,64OFS)
C*****PROPA6ATE To MIRROR ......................

135 IU(RkNikd30,!6,3l
31 DO 35 IwLIML9LINU

AftSaCRAt.S(I)*RNPNZ
U P(I)*U P(1)*CfxP(CI'PLX(0OOAE))

35 CONTINUE
36 CONTINUE

SU2PAR*5*0
00 141 IULINLLIMU

141 SU2PAPaSU2PAN.UPCI).CONJG(UP(I))
XbtNULlMU-LZIML,1
AVVLXDSU2PANIXDEN
00 14w, 11,NTOT

201 FORMAT( AT 140 UP(,I6,)a'2EZ:.12)
140 UCI)vu PUi)

IF(PHAP? *NE. O*O)CALL PMSEP(PNA"ZtPNCT2#NP1RNtTOT9U)
XINAMPaSORT (KININT)
IF(mwNMF *Ego 0.0) GO TO 1044
IF(LIMLL *GTe LIPUU) 40O TO 1044
00 1043 I-LIMLL,LIMUU
U(I)aU(I)*CFKTO
IF(IINIS.T *EO G.0)60 TO 1043

AR6m(XI-XMID)lXNMIR*2.C
DLPH aPI*FRINF*A*G**Z * (XIY-1.0 RTPmS
OLP10Z a OLPN # *ONYX%~NM~~.ePeM~
ARGCwCOS(DLPMI)
ARGSOSIN(DLPNI)
CARP3CNPLX(AftGC -ARGS)
UINC08X1NAPP*CARP
WRITE C6,13eC,)1,UlNCR,DLP4,bLPI

1063 FORMAT(lX,14,4E2O.12)
UCI) a uCI) * UINCR

1043 CONTINUE
1044 CONTINUE
1045 CALL PROPCD(U,NTOT,XNF2T,XPAV6)

IF(((PLLPI.6T* Js3) @AND. ((hITR *EGO XPITR) @OR*
1 (STOP? .65. STP))) *OR.(PLLPI *GTIow'))CALL 00LP09~J1947379PA1120
ii,INCPL,XMtTA)
IF(CFFLD o6T9 1.O)CALL FRFLDI(U hrTOT,NMIR,EPSLqxl4AG2qAlOA2q
XNITR,IMXFF,FFMAXCFFLSPFkFCSSPCLFF,FRCMSK)

C*.*#*INTlftPOLATE TO (.1T U Pt I.E. AMPLITUDE RECEIVED AT PIANO* lo......
CALL INTRP(UU PLIM4LLIMUOFST1,A1OA2,XT0RN4A6Z)

C*O.***GET POwER RATIOS-**'
SuIPAN*C.J

145 SeiiP4MmSUlPAP#U P(I)*COt4J6(U P(I))

GA VUIPSUIP ISIAIT
C****9GET COPPLgK RATIOS Of AMPLITUDES AT PIRROR CENTQRI**e****e0*
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RATIPHeATAIN Al
RAIANsCAbS (RAI)
WHIIE(6 ,6t)XmITm.RATIAn.IAIPN,GAN'l,AvFLX.OJTCP
TES~eRAIIANISATITS.1 .Q
RATITSBRAIIAN
AOlSMABS(TEST)
IF(ADTS-CVISI)159,159*158

15a STOPT8090

159 STOPTwSIOPT*1.0
160 CONTINUE

C.****CALCULATES VALUE OF ?VOGL. IS RATIO OF CENTRAL FAR-PZELS
C-"*-INTENSIIY ARISING too" GEOPTIC-OPTICS PORTION Of SIAM TO
C******VALUE SNICH WOULD RESULT If OUTPUT WERt UNIPmASE.

IP((TVIG .61. 0.0) *AND* ((INITR *EG. NNITR) sOR.
I(SYOPT 9GT. 1.0))) CALL DQUALMNoTON1MIR,u)

I7 PIPROBS .61. oc0WIE62?IU(1

173 CoNTINUE1NTC

U (I)SU PCI)INt

172 CONTINUE
1660 TO Ill

1 6 0 105 192 NT

192 CONTINUE
1C 6 6 OPIOA 128 ~ L ACLTOWiO*OOeO****OO~~*OO

60 TO 19
91 STP6?1

192ICOTINE RC(UNCNTPVG
C-eOPIOE CZNA A-IELDENPOAAINO OP~RARYU INmS

IF (CFFL POI T. 1.P) CSTAL PRESMEL NURSeR. I~PI 15 SNUNIRS

S6qNTON ETT

CENLD ,PT

C**IN OTS* TOTI OA ~lkLNMtoXPV s"~lo
I**PII SDI VRGN FPRPGTO E~L0IAL %T~

I~ ~ ~EE 29_____- 9u
01"I"Slots U(NO.

-OPI -- -*~c

DAT P1101152636

Nuleto



CALL Uutui1.,~~g
00I~ 131 ,hftOT

SO 120 J-I.ISPAVG

PSG*4***PS'.2*XASQ
Al~mPSS'FAC7

12C FUICFFUIC*CNPLX(ARGC*-ARGS)

FUTCOFFTCIXPAVG
132 V(Z)sU(Z)eFFTC

CALL FOUNT(Ushotd,1.1,tORK)
SO 134 1m1,t*tT

134 U(Z~mU(I)IXNTOT
RETURN
END
SUBROUTtINE ZNYtP(U*UP iLZNLeLINUPOFST DANOASNTORIPAG

C"'3(6SS4L FORMULA FOR INTERPOLATION BY HALVESs SCARSIO P S5 S itVle
LEVIL 2, UtUP .
COMPLEX U(1),UP(t),CImTICINTZCIN?39VAL
ANGAOS(NAG)

-' RTPASQRT(AN6)
XNIS'(FLOAT(LINL)4ULOAT(LIPU))12.C
00 136 IOLINLtLtPU

AEGO(XI-XPZS-OUST MMKAS *AROAS4XMI0

NIARGOIANG
FRACAAS-NIANB
VFNACEFRACT-OoS

* CITi*V(IARG*I)-U(IARGS
VAL'(U(1ANG)4u(IAAG'1)112.O4ClNT1.VFUACI IM"NTOR-Z2u)139,138913?

137 CZNl3=UuIARG.J)-39O*UdIARB.1).3.OeU(IARE)-u(IAPS-1)
VALUVAL.CIhT3IG.O.VFSAC.(VNAC.2-3.25)

VALUVAL.CINIZII.O'(VFRAC"*2-O.ZS)
139 UP MO~VAL
136 OP MIOUP (0U11A6

SUBROUTINE PNSlN(PNAM,PNCYNNIRNTOIU$
LIVIL 2, U
COMPLEX UCNI@T)gCYAI ,PNSI
DATA 0 113.1sIS9MWSS

60 111 lale1TSTO

r IN



VANG BONA" *(COS(NARS 1-100)
CIA. wCMPLX(Cs0,WAIG I

117 CONTINiUE
RETUaft
END
SUSROUTIkE FFLPP(CU,hMlkt4AX,P i2,IPO1,IWCRXM41I
LEVEL 2, cu
§1%:NSI0N 6RAPM(icl)
CO'9PLiX COENRCARG
C0O4PLEX CIoth"mAX)

76 UORMAT(IM00
77 FORPAT(1IM1)
?9 FO4PAT(64XJMPOSITIOhvI3)
60 FORMAT(I9X,3H(..C,3ZK,'XXX RELATIVE 3.5 INiTENSITY XXXo,

131X,3w1.O)
El FORMAT(19193N0.Qo4ZX,'XXX RELATIVE . AMPLITUDE XXX'tI131X, 3mi.0)
85 FORMATCI8Xq5H.PIIZ,33Xq'4.* RELATIVE Q.o PHASE *4*3oXsm#PII2)
89 FONPIATW6X99ITEIATIOI,14)
III FORMAT(ZOX,IOIAI)
112 FORMAT(t3X#I,ZSRI3IAI)

DATA P113.1415626541
DATA BLANKII" /,0OT/I M. /,X/MxI,ZEROIMOI,PLUSI1H.I
NG RAPH* 101
XNOGRO41UNGRAPH-1

C..**e*PR~hT EADING
WRM(ECG,?)
XTER=XPZIt
MRITE(6,89)ITLR
WRITE(6,76)
WRITE (6,79)IPOS
WRITE(6,?6)
IF(PAI1Z *Lie 1.0)60 TO 7
WRITECOI3i)
GO TO 8

7 WIITE46,81)
S WRITE(6,76)
WRITE(6985)
WRITE(6,76)
00 10 2.1 ,teGRAPH

10 GRAPN(I)mBLANK
bo01 I 31,14GRAPN,l3

II GRAPM(I)w0OT
VAIT1(6,II)GAAPM
WRITE(691ii)GRAPm
S01 I ut%6PAPN

VAIE(6911I)BRtAPH
00 16 2.1,Td6RAPN

16 GRAP"eI)6LAef
C***"6GT W1409ALIZATIOku

INAXOJCj
00 3: Z.WPR%,NAX

100

0.1.nw"g



WRPS *GT.URAX)XMAN.RA16
33 CONTINUE

INANwSORI(NNAI)
ICNTUU~kI%*XMNAl)12
PS1~ UATAN(A1NAG(CU(ICNTIJ)UUEAL(CU(ICNTRT)))
CAQGwCPPLl(Q*.CPHSf)

C*"***SET UP MAIN PLOT LOOP
so 200 IUNRllI"NAI.INCR
GRAPH CNGRAP)SOOT

CAftGSCU( 1ICfENN
PNSEUATAN(AINAG(CAI6)IEAL(CARG))
aORISCARS(CARS)
IU(PA'I2l .67. 1.O)AORISAORI..2

Ce*****PNIN1 AN X
JeAORI*RNGAMI *t.G
IU(J e679 NGRAPN) Jsft6*APN
GRAPN(JMa

GIPNCJ)UBLANK )Kw%1A
GRAPH(K)USLANK

6UAPH(I)mDOT
WRITE(69112196AP
*OZINJ I6ANRP
GIAPN(I)OBLANK

SO 213 IsIN6RAPNI
211 GRAPN(I):oO1

wRITE(6,111 )GRAPH

weITE(69111)GRAPH

RETURN

ESSOTM GAINMZ(UZPNTOTNMIRELC.oO6LP.GNOFS)

C**"*SMALL-SIGNAL GAIN 1S GLC AT CENTER AND RESUC&S SUADRATICALLY TO
C GLC'C1.O-GDGLP) AT 906ES(PIOVIOED GNOFS20.O)* IF GOFS e.l 0929
c Cthl'ER Of QUADRATIC 6AItK PROFILE IS SHIFTED by ?"I FRACTION 6309
C Of THE HALF-WIDTH OF MIRROR 2e

LEVEL 2. UiP
COMPLEX U2PCNTOT)

NUTO N TO I
XMI~m(xNTOT*le.C)I*.
LIHLU (NTQtMNIlMUZ.1
LINUONTOlUL'1
SO 2045 IsLIPLLINU
If(OS6LP .10. 0.0)60 TO 7

6LwGLC* £1 0516'6566LP)
Go to a
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? 6La6LC
S 99IEtURP(Z.COvJscuZP(l))

ICITeal

*ET4U(3I4SAE)Z.

TES~uASS(IT4-SAVE)
C TEST HAD[ RELATIVE ON 1-31-83

1ESTOTESTISAVE
IF(Tf61-C.3C061.)20,ZCv10

lCD ICtNTBZCNT*i
3P(ICkT-50)l1qU,C

130 ICkTul
MC 14.81TI

10, SAVinuET4
XAmGv(GL*BETl-B9T4)*2.0
SETI~aDETI ~EP(XAQ6)
9lT4m(SLT4#$AVE)lZ.G
TESYUABS (9114-SAVE)

ILST=TESTISAVE
IF(TEST-0OCA)ZL.,ZO110

110 ICWTsICI4I,1
IF.(ZCNT-S010CI 18,18

18 WMhTE(6,13)6L9UETlSET.
83 FORMAT(1NSMPWOBLE0 INi BE149SFIG.5)

STOP
20 Al6.SORm(BT4)

EC45 U2P(I)mU2P(z)/CABS(U2P(I))'AM6

END
SUBROUTIN4E B@UALt(dTOTNIR,U)
LEVEL 2, U
COftPLEX U(NTOT)9CARG

LIl4Ls(%TOT-t.NIR)/2+1
LIMUnNYOT-LIPL.1
CA W60CMPLX (0 .0 .00)
RAR60C.%'
AN~TeS80.'J
10 IC I*LIMLLIHlU
CAPB'CA*6*U(I)
WAm6SRARS.CSoNT(U(I )*CONJ6(U(I )))
NIWIS a XINTS * UtZ)*CONJ6(U(t))

10 CONTINUE
TV9OLwCAAI'COJG(C AMG)/IfAA6*'Z
WtITIE(6992)IVISL

90 FOMMATC11wO,4NTVS8aLm.FIO.s)
CAN68CAR6/XPllf
KINlSDKItTSINNPIZE
IV~mT a CA116 * COiNJG(CARG)IIZNTS
dIRTS (6991)IVBGI

th
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C**e*Y1PPOAAm CHANGES HAVk Its% RAIL ONl Ci-12-11% ORDE 0TO1 10 11
C****"PmOPA6ATIOb FROM O1W1 HALF OF FULL OUTPUT APtITIE
C
C#****%4TOTH IS HALF Of 1470?.

t****...NPIRe 1S HALF Of SINle: HMC IN17?~177 ?123

t**OeUPPIl LIMITSOFSMAINCAG0FO TTTTHAT123AD
C.e*'U12063o MIRM REPLACED XNNIR AT Fft2J5#FPZC 569AN9 F12381a
C*e*eALSO FAKIN AT F1202201 AND FR2025 AnD F0210

LEVEL 2, UlEUL0
DIMEINSIONE UNULD(IGTOT)
DIMNSION 2N1FF(2Ih0),FFNAN(Z06)
61RENSION GRAPW(10I)s FFI(ILI)
COMPLEX CFCWFFCToAfFANIFFAP*APCPX
COMPLEX UNFLb
COMPLEX CFCTIF
DATA P11391415926541

75 FORNAT(INO)
77 fOUNAT(INI)

111 UORMDT(Z01,1O1A1)
112 POONAT(1, 110.5, 4X, 13, 21, 10IAl)

DATA P113014159265361
DATA BLANKIIH lS0?/lMs/sEIIHXl

XIITOTa14TOT
FACTNUNNA621AIOA2
OFFST'EPSL'XW$NNIIZO'fACII-1 .0)IFACtR
x"IDU(ITO.1 .0)12.0
XZSXNZS-OFFST-XW0hIlZ.OIFACTl
X3wXR1 S @FUST4NLRl2.o0/A eT*
KN*FFOW4FLO*1 )2
FAKT2131.0
IU(SPCLFF *EQ* io0)FAKTRw2.01(la0-AIOA2)
IF(SPCLFF .10. 2e0)FAKTIU1.OIFlCKSI
tF(SPCLFF *Ito 2.C)FACT40loGEl0
XCNTR a 31470712.O
IFCSPCLFF sEQ. 1OX11.C11Ht4O(.4.aFC3
IteM! a INNIR
Kh14NIRINR2Z00
IF(SPCLFF .67. QO)XhNZ a XkPIN
LIPRLBI
NTOTU NTOT

IF(SPCLFF .10. 1.u)LIPPU 0 NIOTN
It (SOCLFF .141. 2.0)60 TO 7??
XIOL.IteT@TIZ.') - KNRIW/4.o*(1.4##AlOAZ)
11635K a XftMZNOFACRSK/Z.c
LZI9MLI XIDL -IUNRSi
LINUla INIL 116RSMK
IN a LINPU *LINUL I

7?? CONTINUE
00 363 181lWPPLD
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C*****UA*-FIILf ANGLE 16 IN UhITS OF LANSDAIWIPTN. WIDTH IS GEOPETAIC-*
C-**6'OPTZC5 SIZE or EIZTTED DEAN. 1. to WIDTHl Of LAST 6EFL&CTI*6** 0***
C****(LARGER FOR CONUOCAL CASE) VIRROR TIMES MAGNIFICATION Z."**
CO**.PRCPA6ATINC PAST OBSCURIN6 PRIuON TO FOCUSING MIISOR(IF Axy)..*ee*

AIRa-THITP'd .U'PIl IAI
AR6SaSIk(AA6)
AUSC SC OS ANG)
CFChNCMPLR (AR6CAR6S)
FU FC TwCMPLX (1.0, 0.0)
AFFAP sCMPLX(C.0,o.0)
IFFA01 WCPPLX(D*GvgO)
DO 350 JOLIMML*LINMU

CICTIF a CMPLN(1.~jtQ:))
IFCUNFCS *EQ* 0.0)60 TO 3u2
AR6PN a ((XCNTR-Xj)/XNMIA'2.0)..2'PZ'FNFCS
A*6CF a COS(ARGPM)
ARGSF a SIlkARGPN)
CFCTAF a CAPLX(ANGCF9*ARGSF)

3G2 FFFCTuFFFCT*CFCN
FCT~aeQ.O
IF(X(J-XZ.1 .0)32Gq320,310

310 IF(XJ-X2)311,311,312
311 FCTR*XJ*.C-XZ

60 TO 318
312 IF(xj-X3#1.Q)313,3149314
313 FCTR*1.i4

G0 To 318
314 IF(XJ-X3)315q32Qv320
315 FCTI*X3-XJ
320 CONTINUE
318 BFFAM aIFFAM *FFFCT.UNFLD(J)*FCTR *CfCTRF

AFUAM wAFFAM *FFFCT*UNiFLD(j)*CFCTRF
350 CONTINUEAII

AFFAMUWFFAMIXNMI

AIICP~uAFFAM- F FAM
FF1 (1)a8EAL(ANCPX)O.2*AlNA6(ANICPX)**2

360 CONTINUE
C****CALCULATE AVERAGE NEAR-FIELD OE.e*" ""**' **

ASGNF2O0

DO 352 JwLIMNL*LINNU
XARGUIEAL(UFLD(J)).*a$AIMIAG(UNFLD(J))'.2

IFCXJ-XZ41.,2)330.33C,316
326 IF(NJ-NZ3219321,322
321 FCTR&XJ#..012

t0 To 3U6
322 IF(XJ-X3*032)3Z3. t3S4
323 FCTRwl*0

60 TO 316
324 IF(XJ-x3)325,33G,330
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325 FCTRUM3.KJ

323 BstFmS~hF#XAlCOFCTR
330) CONTINUE

352 ONIUEbk.XU
PAWN F A SGNF-S SO N
PAVNFSPAWNFISNNL
PAVkF8PAVtdF/Iold-Is1.FACTm)
DENuPAVtiU*(1 .C1.OIFACTR)'**
00 370 101,NFULO
FFXI~uFP3(X)DEN

37!v CONTINUE

C***'*6T NOINALIZOTION
XNAX a 240
INXUFITER) a I
DO 30!1 t, IFFLD
IM(FI(1 .61. X14AX) IMXUF(ITER) *I
IF(PI(l) *GTe XNAX) XMAX a FFICI)I 30 CONTINUE~
FFMAXCITER) * MA
IF(CFFLD *GT9 2.0) 60 TO 392
FUINTmCoC
DO 38C 1-1,NFFLD

388 FFI4ITuFF1XT.FFIMI
FFINTaFFII4T/10.0'FAKTO
FFINYUFUZNT*(1 .0-1 .%^FACTR)
NGNAPHBIOI
XNGAP~I NGRAPN-I

C*Ooe'..PUINT HEADING
wRITE(6,77)
WIN?!(69?9)ITER

?V FOAPAT(63,ITERATION-,14)
WPITE(6,78)

7! FOAPMAT( 60X, 'FAR-FIELD INTEN'STY')
WI IT!(6*)
00 1t 181,NGRAPH

10 GIAPH(Z)ILANK
00 11 lul,P4BNAPN,10

II GRAPN(1)*DOT
WI IT!(6 .111)GR1API4
dRIMI6,il)OIAP4

00 15 131,NG6RAPH
IS 6RAPN(1)000T

walTE (6,111 )GNAPNI
00 16 IqtN6ftAPH

16 GRAPH(I)'LANK

C******SIt UIP PAIN PLOT LOOP
Do 20G I a It NUFLDI GRAPII(1 )DOT
GRAPM(ftGQAPff)&DOT

F FI(RIaNAX * XNRPI * 1.,
IM( *LT. 1) KNIn
IF(E .61. %GRAPH) KONGR.APH

6UAPH408LNK
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212 GRCOWIU& A
90 2131619l1661APw91

211 ShAPN(2aSOT
WRIT146*111)EUAPH

WASI i(511)WAPH

WR2?E(6#39I)PAWN
391 POORNAT(IWPAvt6Pu.I15)

WRITE 6,390PvIb1

392 CONTINUE
RE TURN
ENDS
SUBROUTINE XFLPF(zMXFPFFIAz.EPIISCNF#

DATA BLANEKIIII /,SOT/1W.li~ilIZ2R0/N44gPLUS/1M*J
7FORPAT( PODFORMATION FAA-FIELD RESULTS*')
76FORMAT(1H )

77 FORM*T(IMI) 
d

79 FORMATV XtdF2w 'frizes, iNAGIS 1,1., PSLm
1V1oesso ftIftIa PoFiaele WS1E*A ,pZfCoC)

62 FORNAT(I993HW09O3?xsXXX zP1IO xxaN.37N,3N1.Q)
61 FOPflATCISK,4H-S.O,373,4*4 THETA #*..,3?x93N5.O)
85 F0RNAT(2I9v5U10.SI
86 FORMAT(V ITERATIONg I"XFF FAX(W)

Ili FORMAT(ZCXIOIAI)
112 FORNATI5X,I3,2XIOIAI)

WRIT146,77)
WIME(,76)
WRIT909(6 7)
iRII6,76)

to 1ca 131 ,ITER
iRIT1(6,15)1,ZNUUU(I),FFHAN(I)

IQO CONTINUE
wAITE (6,??)
ooRjTj46,?9) XNi2qXXA61sfPSLvKPIRqYSEf&
VIT! (69,7s)
WIT(640~
WRITI(6976

I so 10 IWIR6RAPH
IC. 6RAPwII3OSLANK

90 11 181,'GIRAPH.00
II GRAPN(1)*SOT

WRIIICOPI11)GOAP6

Do 19 ISINSRApot
is 6RAPN(I. OCT0
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DO 16 ZaINGAAPW
16 $RAPN(I)s6LAK

00 20; s1,z1ee

IF(J .61. W6RAPH) J *NGRAPH
GRAPNCJ )wPLUS
K 8 FFPAX(I)*Xt4GR141#1*C
IFCK *LT .1) K a I
IF(K 9GT. %GRAPH) K IN NGRAPH
GRAPH (K ) X
WNITE(6,112)I ,GRAPN
GRAPH(J)NULANK
GRAPH(K)UBLANK
IF(ISKMF sEQ. 0) GO TO 2CC.w

00 19ZISSIOIS::P

19 i NIT! (6,11l)GRP

D0 211 Ial9NGRAPH

213 GRAPH(I)soOT
WRITE (6,111)6RAPM

21 RAH1(6,)6RAPH

WRITE(6,76)
WRITE(6981)
IF(PCHMF *If* 0.0)60 TO 214
WRITE i ,41c.)XmiyTRXNF2,XWA61 ,EPSLXNPIR ,YSEED

411 PORI'AT(5CF14..51),F14.5)
DO 33 lolITER
*COUNIT a I
RMXFF IN IMIFF(I)
WNITE(t,402O)RCOUNT,RPXFF,FPAX(l)

4JO FORMqATC3FIM)
330 CONTINUE
214 RETURN

SUBROUTINE FOURT(DATA.NNNkOPISG4IF0RP,ICRK)

LEVEL 2, DATA
C DESCRIPTION
C FOUNT PERFORMS AN N-DIMENSIONAL FAST FOURIE.R TNSF04P Oh AN
C N-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF COMPLEX DATA. THE TAANSFORM PERFOPRED

C MAY 61EXIPRESSED AS FOLLCWS --

c

C WHERE 01 AND JI RUN FROM I TO Nt(I)e AND
VC I? AND JZ auk Facts I to kk(2)9 ETC.

C AND
C bi 8 LN(Sb'PSRTlINI TC*
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C FOR ONE DIMENSION, THE TRONSFORM I$ PRECISELY
C
C TRANSFGRM(JI) a SUM(DATA(l1)*w1**((I1-1).(Jl- )))
C
C FOURT IS FASTEST WHEN THE NUPSiR OF DATA VALUES 11 EACH

C DIMENSION IS A HIGHLY COMPOSITE (FACTORABLE) NUMBER,
C INPUT
C GIVEN AN N-DIMENSIONAL COMPLEX ARRAY OF DATA

C
C DATA -- COMPLEX ARRAY IN WHICH THE DATA TO BE TRANSFORMED
C IS PLACED. UPON RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM DATA
C CONTAINS THE TRANSFORM VALUES.
C NN - INTEGER ARRAY GIVING THE (POSITIVE) NUMBER OF POINTS,
C OR VALUES, IN EACH DIMENSION, RESPECTIVELY.
C PDIM - NUMBER OF DIMENSIONS (INTEGER) NDlM.GE.1
C ISIGN - INTEGER GIVING DIRECTION OF TRANSFORM TO BE DO4E.

C a -1 IMPLIES FORWARD
C a 41 IMPLIES BACKWARD
C IFORM - INTEGER PARAMETER DESCRIbING THE FORM OF THE DATA.
C N 1 IMPLIES THE DATA IS COMPLEX (NON-TRIVIALLY).
C a 0 IMPLIES THE DATA IS ACTUALLY REAL. I.E., THE
C IMAGINARY PART OF EACH COMPLEX ELEMENT OF DATA

C IS ZERO. FOURT IS SIGNIFICANTLY FASTER WHEN
C IFORM:C.
C WORK - COMPLEX WORK ARRAY. WORK MUST BE DIMENSIONED AS
C LARGE AS THE. LARGEST DIMENSICN OF DATA WHICH IS NOT
C A POWER OF TWO. IF ALL DIMENSIONS OF DATA ARE

C POwERS OF TWO THEN WORK IS A DUMMY ARGUMENT.
C OUTPUT
C TRANSFORMED VALUES OF DATA AkRAY.IF COMBINED FORwARD AND

C BACKWARD TRANSFORMS APE FADE IN SEQUENCE,THE VALUES IN
C THE DATA ARRAY ARE THE ORIGINAL VALUES MULTIPLIED BY
C NN(1)*NN(2)* . . . NN(NDip)
C REMARKS
C CONTROL DATA 6630 VERSION
C
C CONSULT REFERENCE IN MAKING CHOICES OF TRANSFORMED VARIABLES
C OR FREQUENCIES IN DOING CALCULATIONS IN THE TRANSFORMED
C PLANE
C REFERENCE

C THREE FORTRAK PROGRAMS THAT PERFORM THE
C COOLEY-TUKEV FOURIER TRANSFORM

C N. Me ORLNNER
C Me I* T. LINCOLN LABORATORIES

C TECHNICAL NOTE 1967-2
C 2! JULY 1967

C AD 65?7.19
C SUBAOUTIN c FOURT(DATANNioIDMISI6NIFORhORK)

DIMENSION DATA(1) NN(1)q1FACT(3),WORK(1)

TWOPI a 6.26!1853U71?959
RTNLF a 0.%6710?8111655

I NTOTs2

DO 2 IDIMU8INDIM
2 NTOTENTOT.NN(IDiM)

Do 91C IDIPUIONDIN
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NFIZONP ,N
IF(N*EQ*1)6O TO 9, O

NTWOunNP I
IFUI

V IQUOTm/IoI
INENUM-IDZV*ZQUOT

12 NTbiOUN~iO*NTWO
IFACT(IF)ulDlw
IFSIF.1

G0T0 10
2c XDIV83

INON2*I F
33 IQUOTePflDIV

IRE14EP-IDIV.IQUOT
IF(IGUOT-IDIV)6O,3 ,31

31 IF(IREM~)40,32,4j
32 IFACT(IF)=Iolv

IF&IF.
INQUOT

GOTO 30
40 IDIVBIDIV*Z

GOTO 30
50 INON22IF

51 NTWOuhTwO*NTWO
GOTO 70

60 IFACT(IF)afq
70 4oh2P*NPZ/NTWO

ICASEal
IFMXNSI
IlANGBNPI

71 ICASE=2
IIPNGmNPC* C14hPfAEVI2)

72 ICASE=3

IF ([,TWO-MPI )lu,lw,,?.
7!ICASE014

*4TWOuNiT*012i
NEN/2
mP?UNP?2
NTOYNNTO?/2

00 SC Ju1,NTOT
DATA(J)SAAMI

103 1F(NO%2P-l)lO1,10192D.
1A PP2hIUNP2/2

Jul
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00 154, 1281,NP2,14P1
12 IMA. 1 PjI121

DC. 125 11ialigilmAX,.
00. 125 I3m11,hT0T,NP2

TEi4PR*DATA(13)
YE PP 10A TA (1 31)
DATA(13)aDATA(J3)
DATA(I3*1)aOATA(j3*l)
OATACJ3)*TE.I4PR

125 DATA(J341)aTEPI

140 IU(J-M)lS,,15.,,141
141 inJ-P

15,1 juJ.p'
6010 3NO

200 NWiORK&2*4
DO 273 Ilw1,NP ,2
D0 270 13911,NTOT,NP2
JsI3
DO Z6C 1*1,hhi0IKZ
IF(ICASE-3)j1J922 921C-

210 .ORKCI)RDATA(J)
iiORKIi11 )wDATACJ.1)
6010 24C

2Z IORK(1)BDATACJ)

240 IFP2wtiP2
IFB1FMIN

253 IFPI=IFP/IFACT(IF)
JaJ*IFPI
IF(J-I32IFP2)Z6 ,255,255

IFPim1FPI
IFsIF.1
IF(IFP2-NPl)260,26C,2SC

26 CONTINUE

DO 270 12*13,£?MAMNPi
DATA(I?)awORN (I)
DATA C1241) OliC C 141)

272 181.2
3Z3 IF(%TwO0NPl)6%.,6r3,3%

IPAMUeiTwOINP14310 IUCZPA-2)3SA,33!q3iL
32P* JPANOIPAm14

GOTO 313
3.13 DO 34,; 112191IRP4692I 00 34;j KlG11,NTOTqP1Tbp

TEPPISbATAIR201)
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DATA(K2* )8DATA(KIt)-TkgqPg
DATA(Kl)wDATACKI)*Tsmpm

343 DATA(U1*1)wDATA(K1.1)#TEmPIp
352 4IMAXUNPi

37) LPA~sMAXC(NP TWqPiAX/)
00 $76, LUNPIOLMAXINPITNi

30~ THETA3-TwOPI*FLOA1IL)UFLOAT(c4.MAX)
IF(ISIGh0400393,3

393 TNETAO-THETA
433 WIu*COS(THETA)

WIu$Il4(TMITA)
412 iwzRwmwmu-wII

W21u2.f)eiiR'uI

KMIhUII4IA*

40KVIF81PAR'PMAX
53KSTEPU4*KDIU

IF(KSTEP-%TwsO)46D,46DqS30
460 DO 526, K~14~IftqTOT,KSTEP

EKaft1.KDIF
K30K2*KDIF
K(4*K!KDIF
IF (14WAXN-I)470947094B0

47C UIRuSATA(KI)#DATA(K2)
UIaDATA(KI#1)*§ATA(IZ.1)
U2RftVATA(K3)*DATAfK4)
U21uDATAEK3.1)#DATA(K4#1)
U3RuDATA(K1 )-DATA(KZ)
u31.DATA(KI*I)-VATA(K2*1)
IF(S16044719,'7Z,47

41U4QwDATA(K4*)-DATA(K4*I
71U4j*VATA(K3.)DATA(K)

6C70 SIwo
472 U4Ps0ATA(K4*1)-DATA(K3*1)

it U41aVATA(K3)-bAVA(K4)

460 R 'DATA(K 2.12*AT(I1
T'!Zm'wmATA(K23)wlagATA3.1)L I T3IaWM*aDATAIK3.1 -dI&ATA(K3I
?4ftuW3U'AA(K4#)-b31.DATA(K4'1

T41mW3Q'SATA(%4*1)#W!I'DATAIK4)
F UI~sDATA(K1 )lMA
U UI.OATA(PK1.1)*T21
L UiPET311*741

U31wSATA(u1.1)-TZI
If (0 161049d*P~ 9 5 9 1



OU41l-T3R
6010 S1IG

SGI 0400141-M3

SIC *ATAWk)wu~mIJO22
*ATAW0l1 )BUI'U21
*ATACK21UU31'U4*
DAIA(KZ.1 )uUUZ'U41

PATAMK3IoUlz&121
OAIA(K4)aU3m-u4m

S20 *AA(K4*I)aU31-J41
£SIFOKSTIP

6010 45iU
530 CONIINut

G0,0 410~

560 UPP~swo

1lxTlIA' )*IWOI L(PCTl
GOTO 641 ,1,1

412 WSmtPNC0(NEA

*0 651 JAu1PPI.1

60 '~aN'zswo.~

610 l4d~wJFACSJINAIPI

611 TNE~s-T112

61 OSPRCS -EA

MS4... -TETA



00 63: J34j2,43444,1PI

20 SM*OS.A

6.1auR(laW*m-L S.SATA(J) AC

4tWQ6K(ZO)uiR.SR-W1'S-LS.DATAJI

WT IMPO A MR'S TPI

640 MWa~i1'VSTPl*MTUIP
lei
Do 65 J2al3,j2R'AX,1FP
J3PAZmJZ.NPZ-3FP2
00 65a J3wJZJ3MAXZFPZ

SR TA (J34)m fK (11)

650 1=1.2
IuPIUIP2
IF(ZFPI1WP2)6O1,?C,(,C

NG, OTO(OC,98CO99CC,7C1)OICASE
7JI fNALUOW6

MFISZGNJ7QS,022
TH ?EIAO-IWETA

.3WSTPOSCOS(TIOUTA)

SOIC 725

710 J 24S6JWINT94p

DATA 4 1* 1) t) ?AJI1*Mot



MT1MPUMI'dSTPZ
wwub**vSTP%-wI 'wSTPj

733 IU(ISIGN)7319?43,?40
731 DO 735 Z'ZNINqWTOToNPi
735 *ATA(141)&-DATACZ.1)
?432 %PuwNP2*NP2

lTOTuhTOT*t4TOT
JsTOT*1

745INsAX2tNF

GOTO 755
?50~ bATA(J)8ATA(Z)

DATA(J#I )*-DAIA(1*t)
755 181*2

J j-2
IF(3-ZNAX)75C,70.60

760 DATA(J)*bATA(1Ifl%)-*ATA(RMIh*I)
DATA(J*1)-0.C

?65 AA &AA)

77 ATA(J)8SA?A(11)*DT(NNI
DA TA (J '1) uA C 1

?80 *ATA(J)aSATA(MINIDAA(1N)

DATA C2)0.0
Coto 90"

805 00 $60 13ni#NIOTNNJ

00 &fI?4121312MP

INANUZZ*ftpl'Z
JRa~mZ*13#NP IIm~

613 JNAN.JPAX#t4P2
82 CzOI.)5.S.3
830 JUiNAlokPt..

*0 140 I190..IN1AX92
*PATAWBOUATAMJ

*ATA(:1U* ATA(J l
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900 wooaWpi
1 910 UPRIVSN

NPI UNP2
920 RETURN

'F END



LIST 0! SYMBOLS

a active media dimension

£1 feedback mirror half dimension

I magnetic inductio vector

c speed of lighit in vacuumn

D electric displacement vector

d laser aperture output dimens ion

*1 electric field vector

F resonator waist scale parameter

FA scaled resonator focus distance

roo fluorescence

Peq equivalent Proe nu.1 k~r

f parabola focal length

f1 feedback mirror focal length

f2 primary mirror focal length

g, 91 ' 92 resonator "g" parameters

81% 925 statistical weights

g(v) normalized absorption lineshape

J i magnetic field vector

H Hermits polynomial of order aIIH~ 10Hermite polynomial oforeI

k ~propagation nme
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Continued)

L resonator mirror separation

active media gain length

M resonator magnification

m mesh point size

a1  feedback mirror (unless otherwise stated)

m2  primary mirror (unless otherwise stated)

T tube Fresnel number

NI lower laser level population

N2  upper laser level population

n Anan'ev round trip number

n' diffraction limited round trip number

p Fourier spatial frequency component in x coordinate

q Fourier spatial frequency component in y coordinate

R 1  feedback mirror radius of curvature

R2  primary mirror radius of curvature

S resonator geometric outcoupling

T Fourier transform in x coordinate

T inverse Fourier transform in x and y coordinatesTx~y

tspont spontaneous emission lifetime

U 0 lowest loss eigenfunction

U n , U. U resonator eigenfunction

W beam waist of symetric confocal resonator

W beam waist of a stable resonator

2ci laser beam dimension

YO . 9 0 small signal gain
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Continued)

saturable gain

6 Kronecker delta

•£ electric permittivity

T index of refraction

round trip angular radiation distribution

Alowest loss eigenvalue
0

'complex eigenvaluem

wavelength of light

1 magnetic permeability

V photon frequency

Ttime after threshold

complex amplitude

transformed complex amplitude

wradial frequency
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